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Foreword
Under contract with the Office of Public Transportation Operations, Department of Transportation,
State of Florida, the Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) has conducted a
performance evaluation of Florida's fixed-route trans~ systems based on data from federallyrequired Section 15 reports, which are submitted to the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) for
each fiscal year by systems receiving Section 9 funding. Section 15 reports are the best single
source of data for reviewing transit system performance because the data are standardized,
undergo extensive review, and are the resuH of a substantial data collection and reporting
process by the transit systems. Some Section 15 data are used by FTA and by states and
localities for calculating formulae for the allocation of funding to transit systems. As a resuH, the
data are extremely important to transit agencies.
According to Florida Statute 341 .071(3), each public transit provider in Florida must publish a
number of performance and productivity measures in its respective local area newspapers each
year. For this particular task of the Performance Evaluation Study, CUTR collected these
newspaper articles and/or other published materials for fiscal year 1994 from each transit
agency. The published data were compared with data from the agencies' individual Section 15
reports to determine if any differences existed between the data reported in these two sources,
and potential explanations for those differences.
CUTR would like to thank FOOT and each of the individual transit systems for their cooperation
and assistance in the preparation of this report.

Center for Urban Transportation Researr:h
University of South Florida
Telephone:
(813) 974-3120
Project Managers: Victoria A. Perk
Joel R. Rey
Project Staff:
David Gillett

Florida Department of Transportation
OffiCe of Public Transportation Operations
Public Transit Office
Mail Station 26
605 SUwannee Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0450
Telephone: (904) 488-7774
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I.

Introduction

Rapid growth in Florida has resuHed in increased attention to public trans~ as a potential solution
to the ever-increasing transportation problems in the state. Along wHh the increased emphasis
on public transit comes the necessity to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of transit
systems. Florida legislation requires the Florida Department of Transportation (FOOT) and
Florida's transit systems to develop and report performance measures. Specifically, Florida
Statute 341.071 (3) states: "Each public transH provider shall publish in the local newspaper of
Hs area the productivity and performance measures established for the year and a report which
provides quantHative data relative to the attainment of established productivity and performance
measures." It should be noted that the statute does not specify the source from which the data
to be published should be collected.
In addition to this statute, FOOT issued a document detailing Its administration and management
of the State Public Transit Block Grant Program. Effective December 4, 1992, the document
included an attachment that outlined FOOT's additional requirements for the reporting of transit
performance measures. One of the requirements specified the use of Section 15 reported data
for the published productivity and performance measures. Also, it was mandated that the
systems report data for the current fiscal year just completed as well as for the prior year, thus
resulting in the publication of two years' worth of data in the newspaper. A table indicating those
specific measures which must be included in the published advertisements was also provided;
this table as well as a copy of the Block Grant Program document can be found in Appendix A.
Finally, Appendix B contains Exhibit "C" ofthe State Block Grant Program that sets forth, among
other requirements, the dates by which transit agencies must comply when publishing the
performance reports in a local newspaper within its area of operation.
The primary purposes of this report were to verify that the transit systems complied with the
legislation and to compare the published performance measures with those reported In the
systems' Section 15 reports. The articles from the transit systems, as well as any other
published materials for fiscal year 1994, were collected by CUTR. The published information
was compared to the data from the individual agencies' FY 1994 Section 15 reports. The effort
found that 18 of the 20 public transit providers in Florida did publish an advertisement in a local
newspaper detailing performance measures for at least FY 1994. Publication dates for all of the
advertisements ranged from February 1995 to November 1995, with most of the transit systems
publishing in May 1995. The only transit systems that did not publish an advertisement were
Palm Beach County Transportation Authority (Palm Tran) and the Tri-County Commuter Rail
Authority (Tri-Rail). Since Tri-Rail is not a block grant recipient, it did not need to comply with
this directive. Overall, 19 of the 20 systems were included for review in this report.
Tables 1 through 23 present the performance data that each transit agency published in its
respective local newspaper, as well as the corresponding Section 15 data. For each indicator
and measure, the column labeled "Published" notes the data as it appeared in the newspaper
advertisement. A ''DNP" (signifying "did not publish") was used in the cases when a system did

3

not publish data for an indicator or measure required by the specifications in FOOT's Block Grant
Program. The "Section 15" column lists the figures for the same indicators and measures drawn
directly from the validated FY 1993 and FY 1994 Section 15 reports. The last column in each
table indicates the difference between the published data and the Section 15 data for each
indicator and measure. Included with the table for each transit system is a brief discussion of
any differences in the data, and the possible sources of those differences.

It should be pointed out that the Section 15 data were adjusted, when possible, to include the
same modes that were contained in the published data for comparative uniformity. For some
of the systems, different modes were used to calculate each of the indicators or measures, so
it was necessary to utilize the same modes when the comparable information was extracted from
the Section 15 reports. All comparisons were made relative to the validated Section 15 data,
which were assumed to be correct.
CUTR did not investigate the differences beyond what could be deduced from the given data.
It is possible that reasonable explanations for differences in data could have been identified by
meeting with agency staff. However, this was beyond the scope of the effort. Nevertheless, in
some cases, it was necessary to contact several of the systems for clarification purposes.
11.

Findings

According to FOOT's Public Transit Block Grant Program document, systems are required to
publish six performance indicators, five effectiveness measures. and eight efficiency measures.
The specific indicators and measures are shown underlined in Table A·1 of Appendix A. As
noted previously, it was found that, of the 19 systems reviewed for this study, 18 of them
published most if not all of the data for the required indicators and measures.
FOOT also mandates that the required performance indicators and measures are reported for
two fiscal years: the most current fiscal year just completed, which for this study is FY 1994, and
the previous fiscal year. All but one of the 18 systems that published advertisements complied
with this requirement; Pasco County Public Transportation Service only published data for the
1994 fiscal year. Additionally, only one of the systems that published advertisements did not
meet FOOT's requirement that each system report the days and hours that its service is
available: Sarasota County Area Transit.
Based on the comparative analyses completed for this study, it was shown that several systems
deviated from Section 15 data for the same measures. For example, while other data would
match the Section 15 report exactly, measures such as the average age of the fleet, revenue
miles per total vehicles, passenger trips per capita. revenue hours per employee, and passenger
trips per employee would be somewhat different.
There were a number of errors and inconsistencies in the published data that seemed to be
common to several systems. These include:
4

•

reporting the Incorrect indicator: for example, a few systems reported passenger fare
. '· ··.! .,:: \ · ·( .. .
revenue as operating revenue;
-· ' · · ··
including some combination of local, state, and federal subsidies in the calculation of
operating revenue;
rounding differences;
using 1995 instead of 1994 as a base year for calculating the average fleet age;
utilizing different service area population estimates;
utilizing different numbers of employee equivalents (FTEs) or using the number of
actual employees in place of FTEs;
utilizing different numbers of total vehicles or using the number of peak vehicles to
represent total active fleet; and
Inconsistency of modes included across all indicators and measures (as well as mixing
modes in the calculation of effectiveness and efficiency measures).

A few of the systems seemed to have published certain data whose origin could not be
ascertained and which may have come from a source other than the Section 15 report. Overall,
however, the transit systems did use their Section 15 reports as a primary source in reporting
performance Indicators and measures In the newspaper advertisement for the interested general
public.
To ensure the transH system's credibility and a better understanding of the system's performance
by transH users and other Interested citizens, consistency in the reported data across
advertisements should be encouraged. Such consistency may be achieved through the use of
validated Section 15 data and standardized definHions of performance indicators and measures
when publishing information for the general public.

5

Metro-Dade Transit Agency

Table 1 presents the data published in the newspaper by the Metro-Dade Transit Agency
(MOTA), as well as the corresponding data from its 1994 Section 15 report. Unless otherwise
noted in the table, the data presented are system totals. It should also be noted that MOTA
indicated in its advertisement that its published FY 1994 statistics do not include data for its
paratransit broker, COM SIS Corporation. MOTA provides directly-operated motorbus (Metro bus),
heavy rail (Metrorail), and automated guideway (Metromover) services. The system also
contracts for motorbus and demand-response service. As required, MOTA published data for
both FY 1993 and FY 1994. This analysis, however, focuses on the FY 1994 data. The
advertisement used in the analysis was published in the Miami Herald on March 25, 1995.
With regard to the pertonnance indicators published by MOTA, the primary differences occurred
in the operating expense and operating revenue figures. As mentioned previously, MOTA
indicated that Its paratransit broker's data were not included in the FY 1994 figures. However,
the differences evidenced in these two indicators were, in fact, due to the inclusion of these
particular data. The portion ($167,136) of the difference in the operating expense figure that
could not be attributed to the presence of brokered paratransit data may have resuHed from the
reporting of preliminary, unvalidated financial data that subsequently changed. The financial data
that was utilized for Section 15 purposes was updated in June 1995, more than two months after
publication of the advertisement.
The other discrepancy noted among the perfonnance indicators was the negligible difference in
the number of revenue miles of service reported. It appears that this difference was the result
of rounding error, an occurrence that also may have affected the operating revenue per
operating expense ratio. This particular measure exhlbned a slight difference of 0.06 percent.
Among the effectiveness measures, the two per-capita ratios-vehicle miles per capita and
passenger trips per capita-both evidenced differences between the published and the Section
15 figures. These differences appear to be due to MOTA's use of a population figure other than
the service area population of 1,735,000 indicated in its Section 15 report. The operating
expense per capita efficiency measure was also affected by this use of a different service area
population. Based on the published data, MOTA appears to be utilizing a service area
population of 2,020,145 in its FY 1994 per-capita calculations.
Only one of MOTA's efficiency measures (average fare per passenger trip) did not indicate a
difference between published and Section 15-reported values. As would be expected, the
aforementioned difference in total operating expense impacted ali three of MOTA's cost efficiency
measures: operating expense per capita, operating expense per passenger trip, and operating
expense per revenue mile. The per-capita cost ratio experienced the largest difference among
the three due to the additional effect of the disparate service area population figure used in the
calculation of the published value. The other efficiency measures that indicated differences were
revenue miles per total vehicles. revenue hours per employee, and passenger trips per employee.
6

In the calculation of revenue miles per total vehicles for the purpose of publication, it appears
that MOTA utilized, in addition to the slightly different figure for revenue miles, a different number
for total fleet vehicles (1 ,070 vehicles, Instead of the 1,071 reported In Section 15). Similarty,
the two published labor productivity e~'\1i~Yi\iiill§ures (revenue hours per employee and
passenger trips per employee) seemingly utilized employee data that did not match any of the
full-time equivalents (FTEs) or actual person count data that was reported for Section 15
purposes. Unfortunately, the source(s) of the erroneous figures used in the calculation of these
measures could not be determined.
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Table 1
Metro.Oade Transit Agency
PUBLISHED

SECnON15

DIFFERENCE

Pa»enger Trips

82,84$,132

&2.&48,132

0

Revenue MIIN

37,297,300

37..297.3$4

~Mile$'

1.562.80

1.682.80

0

Tota1 Operating Elrpenae

$205,151.162

$188,071.636

$7,078,526

Operaling Revenue

S$4.6$2;471

$64,114,164

$578,307

Vehidet Operated in MaxitNJm serviCe

880

8$0

0

Vetlic:le Miles per C.plla

20.22

23.55

·3.33

Pasa.enget Trips per Capita

41,01

A'ffilg& Age of FJeel (Yean.}t

8.50

....

-6.74

Revenue Miles Between Incident$,

24,849

24,849

0

1,580

0

$101.56

$114,16

4 12.60

INDICATOR
1?9>1 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

_,.

1994 EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES

Revenue Mile& Between Roadcclll$•

.....

47.75

0

1~4 HFICIION C'{ Mf. A.SURES

o - .,...,. pet caooa
Operatilg Expense per Pas&enQ~J TriP
Opera&lg Expense per ReYenue Mle

$2.48

$2.39

so.oo

$5.50

$5.31

$0.19

Opeteling Rev«~ue per Operating Expense$

35.18%

35.12%

Re'l'8flue Miles per Total Vehicle&

34,857

34,825

Revenue Hourt per ~1

82S

8$9

Pt~ Tfil>$ per ~W'

32,671

33,717

-t,048

AYfll'898 Fare1

$0.7$

S0.75

so

PaanngerT~

92.9$0,566

92,950.668

0

Rtvonut MiiN

.S,023,491

45,871,491

-152,000

Rwoe tMes'

1,529.90

u2s.eo

0

Total Opnting Expen&e

$218,603-.093

$219,-503,093

Ope~

S64,.280,43:J

$64.28(1,433

so
so

1,212

1.190

22

Vehicle Miles per Capita

25.96

29.15

-3.Ul

PaaMtJger Trips per C..pita

47,57

53.57

A~ Age of FJHt (years)1

7.65

7.$$

22,746

22,6$1

1,583

1.683

0

Opetatitlg Expente per C• •

$112.34

$126.51

-$14.17

Operating Expense per Pnae~r Tr1>

02.38

$2.3&

so

Operating Expenae l)tt Revenue Mile
Operating Revenue ~ <>pe,.,;ng Expense'

$4.77

S.C.79

-$0.02

37.43%

37.8$%

.0.22%

47M7

32,213

15,234

......

0

.....

0.06%

tS93 Pf R FORMANCE INDICATORS

Revenue

Vehieles Operated In MalCimum 5eMee
1993 EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES

~Milt$

~e
1~3

8etwMn ~~_,

Miles Between Roa<SeaiiS'

pet Tdal VehiCles

ReYei'V.Ie Hours per ~w
Pass.enger Trips per Employee,

AV'ti'IQC! Fare'

8

..
0

EFFtCtENCV MEASURES

R.eYtnut Milt$

•
,
,
'
'

.....

...

34,446
$0.68

excludes paratran&a ~
excludes purt:hastd rno«lfbus and paratranslt
excludes J)Uteha$ec:l ~s
axeludos purehOsed ~s. Metrorall. MelrOmo'Ytr, 1nd parattaon~
exell.ldes paraftanal and hurnc:an.relaotcl purchased tnOliOfbus

. .8

$0.68

0

so

Broward County Mass Transit Division
The Broward County Mass Transit Division (BCT) directly operated fixed-route motorbus service
and contracted for demand-response service and additional fixed-route motorbus service during
FY 1994. In ns published newspaper advertisi!ffii3nt, BCT reported FY 1993 and FY 1994 data
for Its directly-operated motorbus service only. The advertisement appeared in the April 24,
1995, edition of the Miami Herald.
The first discrepancy evident in the FY 1994 data involves BCT's service area population.
Although it is not a required indicator, BCT indicated a population estimate of 1,338,936 in a note
at the bottom of Its advertisement. According to this note, BCT obtained this population f~gure
from the University of Florida's Bureau of Economic and Business Research (BEBR). It is not
stated in the notation, however, that this figure represents the total population of Broward
County, as estimated by BEBR. The service area population reported by BCT in its FY 1994
Section 15 report was 1,337,000. The measured difference between these estimates had a
slight effect on several of the per-capita measures that rely on the population variable in their
calculations: vehicle miles per capita, passenger trips per capita, and operating expense per
capita. As a result of this difference, each of these measures was slightly underreported in the
published advertisement
Further investigation of the data contained in the table shows that, while BCT did utilize Section
15 data to compile Its published advertisement, the system repeated most of the miscalculations
that were made in its previous advertisements that were analyzed in the first two performance
reporting investigations completed as part of the annual Performance Evaluation of Florida
Transit Systems study. For example, in calculating total route miles, BCT again failed to Include
directional route miles on controlled access right-of-way. Consequently, Instead of specifying
624.80 route miles as indicated in their Section 15 report, they incorrectly reported 611 miles.
Another repeat miscalculati()n involved operating revenue, which was published as $10,946,951.
This figure was underreported since it only included passenger fare revenues and special transit
fares. In addition to these fare revenues, BCT's published operating revenue figure should have
included the auxiliary transportation funds and non-transportation funds indicated on the
Operating Funding form (Form 203) of its Section 15 report. Therefore, while the ratio of
operating revenue per operating expense is correct given BCT's published operating revenue
figure, the small difference of 2.42 percent when comparing the published measure to that
generated from Section 15 data results from the difference in the computation of operating
revenue.
The final discrepancy evident in BCT's published data involved the efficiency measure, average
fare per passenger trip. It was determined that BCT utilized operating revenue in the numerator
of this calculation instead of passenger fare revenue. This resulted in a slightly higher average
fare value ($0.49) than that which was derived using BCT's Section 15 data ($0.47).
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Table 2
Broward County Mass Transit Division
INDICATOR

PUBLISHED

SECTtON 15

..,....,.,

1.3'38,83$

1,337,000

1,0>6

Puse~r Trips

22,270,764

22.270,764

0

,._MilOs

9.087,1&0

9,087, 180

0

R,OU(It Miles

8 11.00

02A.80

·13.80

Total Operating Exptnte

$38,785,342

$38,78$,$42

so

Operaling Revenue

$10,048,$$1

S11,88S.t33

-$l38,182

Vetlldes Opere:ted In MJxirnum Selvice

167

1&7

0

VehiCle Miles per C.pita

7.38

7.$0

Pa&Mfl9e' Trtps per Capita

16.63

18.6$

Avo,.go AQo of Fleet (years)

7.80

7.60

Re..-enue Utes Between Incidents

15.070

15,070

Revenue Miles Bel\wlen RoadcaftS

5,289

$.2$0

$28.97

sn.ot

$ 1.74

$1.74

...so ..

Openrting Exl)tftM per Revenue Mile

$4.27

$4.27

so

Operating Revenue pet Operating Expense

28.22%

30.64%

-2.42%

46,3$3

48,363

0

..o

0

1994 PERFORIIIANCE INDI CAT ORS

19 9 ·~ EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES

199.S EH IC!ENCY MEASURES

Operat!f'l9 Expenae per C&plla
Operating Expense per Passenger

~Mile$

T'*'

pet Total Vehicles

ReYervJe Hours per Employee

p...._

Tript ""' Employoe

Averaoe Fare

...

.....

32,$4$

32,045

0

$0.47

S0.02

1993 PF.RFORMANCE IN01CA1'0 R S

PasMf19H Trips

21,318,113

21,318,713

0

R~ueMies

8,75$,447

8,759.447

0
·14.30

Route Miles

611.00

625.30

Total Opetating Ex$1en$e

$38,893,.078

138,883,076

so

Opervt!nQ Rsvenue

$10,69.5,876

S t 1,576,701

-$880,825

VehiCles Opemed in M•x.imvm SetvQ

1. .

166

0

Vehicle Mles per Capita

7..2:2

7.35

·0.13

Pusenoer T...,_ PtJ c~

....

....

.0.30

12,713

12,713

0

S.t80

5,180

0

Operating ExP8f\M per ~pita
Operating Expense per Pasa.enger Trip

$28.00

S2ti.S2

40,52

$1.73

St.73

Operating Expel\$$ per Revenue Mie
Operating Revenue per 0~ Expente

$4.21

$4.21

so
so

28.99%

Revenue Mile& per Total VehieJes

......

Rt"YeMI!t Hours per Empbfee

.,.

Pauenger Tr\:15 per ~ee
Average Fare

1993 EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES

AV«age Aqe ol Flee1 (years)

Revenut Miles Between lnciclenta
Revenue Miles Between Roadcall&

t6.t8

18A8

0

1993 EF FICIENCY MEASURES

10

31.38%

·2.39%

07$

0

32.708

32,798

0

S0.50

SOAll

$0.02

-42,113
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Jacksonville Transportation Authority
Jacksonville Transportation Authority's (JTA) newspaper advertisement that included
performance measures for the 1993 and 1994'fiscal years was apparently published in the
Florida Times Union on October 27, 1995. ·urrfii"tllliialely, repeated attempts to acquire a copy
of this advertisement proved unsuccessful. Finally, however, JTA did forward a copy of ~s most
recent published newspaper advertisement, which included data for FY 1993, FY 1994, and FY
1995 for its directly-operated motorbus service. This particular advertisement appeared in the
Florida Times Union on June 29, 1996. Data for the directly-operated automated guideway and
purchased demand-response service were omitted. Table 3 presents data obtained from the
published newspaper advertisement for FY 1994 in conjunction with the c;lata from JTA's FY 1994
Section 15 report.
It is evident in Table 3 that the data in the published advertisement were taken directly from
JTA's Section 15 report, with only a few differences that resulted mostly from calculation
discrepancies. The first notable difference is in operating revenue, which was underreported by
$55,693. It is surmised that this discrepancy results from the presence of automated guideway
transportation and/or non-transportation funds that could not be broken out of the system total
figures presented In JTA's Section 15 report form 203. It is easier for JTA to provide a figure
that actually includes only directly-operated motorbus data given the system's access to a
complete distribution of operating funds by mode.
For the measure revenue miles between incidents, JTA published a figure of 126,625. However,
according to their Section 15 data, the value for this measure should have been 71,570. Since
the number of revenue miles matched the Section 15 data exactly, the discrepancy was believed
to have resulted from the use of a different number of incidents in the calculation of this
measure. Further analysis of the Section 15 incident data included on JTA's form 405 revealed
that JTA utilized only collision incidents (52 total) in its calculation, rather than the figure for total
incidents (92 total), which Includes both collision and non-collision occurrences.
Both the passenger trips per employee and revenue hours per employee measures also
indicated differences (1 ,678 trips and 85 hours, respectively) between the published values and
those in JTA's Section 15 report. Closer examination of the system's Section 15 data
determined that JTA used Its actual number of full-time employees (423) instead of the total
number of FTEs (457. 7) when calculating these measures, therefore, explaining the differences
in these measures.
Finally, two other measures varied by insignificant amounts. Specifically, the average age of
fleet measure indicated a difference of0.04 years, a variance presumably the result of rounding.
In addHion, the operating revenue per operating expense ratio exhibited a difference of 0 .09
percent. This latter variance can be attributed to the discrepancy In the operating revenue totals
that was discussed previously.
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Tabl e 3
Jacksonville Transportation Authority
PUBUSHED

SECTION 1$

DIFFERENCE

P6$Mn9*f T~

9,356,736

8,35$.136

0

R~nue Miles

8.564,4n

6,5&4.477

0

Ro...te Mile$

1,163.00

1,16).00

0

Total Opet11ing Eltpense

$21,180.804

$21.180,804

$0

~Revenue

$5.008,41$1

$5,0$4,112 1

455,693

Vel'lielo:$ Opmtecl in Ma.xitnum Setvict

137

,.,

0

9.7 1

8.71

0

Pauenger Trip& per Capita

t3. 17

13.17

0

A....,.QO ,._ of F!Mt (yNt$}

7.50

7.<6

0.04

Revenue Miles Between lnc::iclenb

12&,$25

71,-570

ss.~

Revenue Miles Between Roedcal&

8,744

8,744

0

$29,81

$29.81

$2.26

$2.28

Operating Expense per Reverwe Mile

$3.22

$3.22

O~rating

24.1)0%

23.91%

0 .09%

Re¥enue Mllet I * Total Vehldes

40,845

40,645

0

Revenue HtQ'l per Empbfee
P......, Trips per ~ee

1.119

1.034

85

22,120

A't81'8Qe Fate

$0.46

.....

1.678

..

8,62 U t t

t ,821,9t1

0

Revenue Miles

8,51$.450

6 ,516,450

-1,000

RouteMies

1,183.00

1.183.00

0

T otlll Opmeitlg Expense

$20,090,294

$20,090,294

so

Opet811ng Revenue

SS.1•U,776

SS.&OS,$$7 I

-.$463,921

1:15

13$

0

Vehicle t.11es per Capita

8.79

8.79

0

Pasa.enger Trips pet C8plta

12.$4

12.64

0

Avtf1191 AQc or Flett (ye•rs)

7.18

6.46

0.72

Revenue Milt$ Between lncicfentt.

155,154

89,266

65,888

R.ev«<ue Miles 8et'Neen RoaGeaiiS

6,596

8,50$

0

.........,.

$26.18

$0

S2.ot

so

ss.oa

$0

26JXl%

27.~

·1.90%

Rev.nu. Milt$ per TocaJ Vehicles

40.225

40,128

-$03

ReYenue HCKn per Employee

1,053

1,018

35

PassenQet Trips per Emplc)Vff

22,3n

21,637

7<0

AvetatJe Fare

$0.46

$0.<16

so

INDICATOR
19')~

PERfORMANCE INDICATORS

1S94 EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES
v~

Miles

per~

t 994 H FICirNCY ME.ASUR[S

Oooming E>cpen. . ..,
Ope~

Expense per Pauenger Trip
Reveooe per Operaling ExpenM

1993 PCRFORMANCE

Pu8ef98r

Vehicles

c....

IN~lCATOAS

Tril5

Ope~ated

20,442

..
..

in Maximi.ITI SeMce

1993 crrECTIVENESS MEASURES

1993 EFFICIENCY MFASURES

Operatilg Expense per Capita
Opeming exp.na• per PI$Mt19et Trip
Opetating Expense per Revenve Mile
Operelilg Re-.-enue per Operatilg Expen.se

$26.18

• ncllldft da1a for direclly·opet~*' fnOkWt!US and automatecl guidewly
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Hillsborough Area Regional Transit
The data obtained from Hillsborough Area Regional Transit's (HART) published newspaper
advertisement as well as the comparative ·iritifftnlliioii taken directly from the system's Section
15 reports are presented in Table 4. As required, the advertisement contained data for both the
1993 and 1994 fiscal years. Mhough HART directly operated or purchased fixed-route
motorbus, automated guideway, and demand-response service in FY 1994, it was determined
that the system's published data were for the motorbus mode only. The newspaper
advertisement was published on May 13, 1g95, and appeared in the Tampa Tribune.
Despite the large number of evident discrepancies, HART's advertisement was, for the most part,
developed using Section 15 data. The most notable difference occurred for total operating
expense.· HART published a figure of $26,274,037 for this performance indicator, an amount
$3,296,442 larger than the Section 15 value of $22,977,595. This difference occurred for three
reasons: first, HART utilized preliminary, unvalidated data for the published indicator (the
operating expense data was updated about the time the advertisement was published); second,
HART included operating expenses for all three of its modes rather than just for the directlyoperated motorbus mode (as it did for all other indicatorsfmeasures); and, lasUy, HART included
interest expense and lease and rental expenses in this figure (these reconciling items are not
included when calculating total operating expense from Section 15 data for purposes of the
Performance Evaluation Study). Interestingly, this last reason was a repeat calculation error by
HART that was also identified in the two previous performance reporting investigations. As
would be expected, the discrepancy in this particular indicator also impacted the following
efficiency measures: operating expense per capita, operating expense per passenger trip,
operating expense per revenue mile, and operating revenue per operating expense.
From the data illustrated in the table, it is evident that HART's figure for vehicle miles per capita
was understated in the advertisement. Since the passenger trips per capita measure
corresponded to that deriVed from Section 15 data (as did passenger trips), analysis of this
measure focused on the numerator, vehicle trips, rather than on the assumed population figure
used in the calculation. Ultimately, it was determined that HART mistakenly used its revenue
mile figure for this calculation instead of the appropriate value for vehicle miles. This was the
same reason for the discrepancy in this measure in HART's last advertisement.
The average age of HART's fleet was reported in the advertisement to be 9.75 years. However,
according to the data in the FY 1994 Section 15 report, the average age of the fleet should have
been 9.71 years. Analysis of the vehicle inventory data found that HART calculated the average
age based on its "total" fleet, that is, all vehicles in its fleet including emergency contingency
vehicles. For Performance Evaluation Study purposes, a system's average fleet age is
calculated for only the "active" vehicles within the fleet (i.e., all vehicles excluding emergency
contingency vehicles). Therefore, HART's emergency contingency fleet of five 1983 Flxible
motorbuses was the reason for the relatively negligible difference of 0.04 years between the
published and the Section 15-deriVed average fleet ages.
13

Similarly, the reason for the variance in the revenue miles per total vehicles efficiency measure
was also related to the use of a different ·~otal vehicles" definition. In the Performance
Evaluation Study, the ·~otal vehicles" alluded to in this ratio has always referred to the total
number of vehicles available for maximum service (as reported by systems on Form 406 of the
Section 15 report). For HART, this number equalled 167 vehicles in FY 1994. However, to
calculate ~s published value for this measure, HART elected to use the number of vehicles in
its ·~otar• fleet (174) from its Revenue Vehicle Inventory form (Form 408), which, as mentioned
previously, often includes vehicles that are not necessarily available for maximum service. This
is what resulted in the 1,337-mile difference between the two measures.
Finally, the measures for revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee were
both overreported in the published advertisement. It appears that a different value for '1otal
employees," other than the number of FTEs reported in the Section 15 report, was used in these
computations. In HARTs FY 1994 Section 15 report. 441.2 total FTEs were noted (as well as
438.0 actual persons). According to the published values for these two measures, HART utilized
a denominator of 431.0 employees in the calculation of these measures, a figure that does not
match either the reported FTEs or HARTs actual person count. As a result, the reasons for the
differences in the employee productivity measures could not be determined from the available
data.
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Table 4, .

Hillsborough Ar•~ Regl9nal Transit
PUBLISHED

SECTION 115

DIFFeRENCE

9,896,649

9,89$.649

0

Rewnue Mihn

6,550,745

5,550,745

0

Route Miles

1,4!7.50

1,-457.60

0

Total Operating Expense

s~.274.037

$2:2,977,5~

$3,296,442

Operating Revenue

ss.&4o,sn

$5,$40,6Q2

$0

Vehltles Operated in Maximum SeNICe

137

10'7

0

Vetllele Mlle8 per CapJ.a

8.&6

7.61

·0.95

Passenger Tripe per Capita

11.tr7

11.87

Aver-898 Age of Flett (Year&)

9.75

9.71

RA.V$11U8 Mlu 8~ lnticfents

23,823

23,823

0

R.e¥e'lue Miles Between Roadcslls

1,873

1,873

0

OperaUlg Expense per Capita

S3UO

$27.55

SS.95

per Passenger Ttlp
Operating Expense per Rewnue Mile

$2.65

$2.32

$0.33

$4,73

$4,14

$0.59

Operating ReYenue per Operatlll(l Elq)cn:&a

21.00".4

2H5%

-3.56%

Re¥awe Miles per Total ~iele:&

31,901

03.238

- 1.3,3:7

ReYerwe Hotn per Emp)oyee

958

934

22

PMUI'I901 Trips pet ~ee

22.oe2

22.431

531

Average Fate

S0.61

$0.51

so

Passenger Trip&

9.427,128

0

R.eYenue Miles

5,28'),670

9,427,128
5,263,670

RoUtt Miles

1,457.50

1,457.60

0

T01a1 Operating EXpense

$21.963,395

$20,682,320

$1,301,075

Operating Revaooe

$4,898,824

$4,898,824

$0

VehiCles Operated In Maxmum Service

m

1SS

0

Vehicle Miles per Capia

6.31

7.15

·0.84

Passef'lger TripG pet Capita

11.30

11.30

0

AYerage Age of Fleet (years)

9.05

a.n

0.28

Revenue Miles Between Incident&

21.055

21,055

0

2,9)1

2.931

0

INDICATOR
1~94

r'ERFORIIIANCE IIYOICATORS

Pa$$enger Trips

1!19.1; EFFECTIVENESS f'IIEASURES

0

· 0.04

1994 EfFICIENCY M EA SURES

Opcrttting Expense

1:'193 f'ERFORMArJCE INDICATORS

0

1993 EFFECTIVEN ESS f'IIEASURES

ReV9nut Mles

B~en

ROJdcalls

1993 CFFICIENCV I\IEASURES

Operating Expense per C..pita

$2$.33

w .n

$U16

01)er11~

$2.19

$(),14

Operating Elq>ense per ReveNJe Mile

·~

$4.17

$3.9)

$0.24

Opeya~lng

22.03%

2S.7t%

-1.7t%

32,898

-3,160

Expense per PaasengEW Trip
Ra...enue per Operating &tpens.

..

ReYGrwo Mile$ per Totti Vehicles

29,7S8

Revenue Hour$ per

1118

Pauenger

T~

Average Fare

E~oyee

per EmplOyee

...

-65

20.~9

22,689

-1,740

$0A7

00.47

$0
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Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
Pinellas SuncoastTransit Authority's (PSTA) FY 1994 data are shown in Tables 5 and 6. Table 5
presents the data from the advertisement published in accordance with Florida Statute
341 .071(3); Table 6 includes data from an annual report distributed as an advertising insert that
PSTA published separately from its Section 15 data. The published advertisement appeared in
the St. Petersburg Times on September 10, 1995.
Once again, PSTA used a notational method in its advertisement for differentiating between
which modes were used in the calculation of each indicator and measure that caused confusion
when attempting to decipher the published data for comparison to Section 15 results. An
asterisk was utilized to indicate which indicators and/or measures were "system total" in nature,
i.e., including data for PSTA's directly-operated motorbus, directly-operated demand-response
(DART), and purchased demand-response services. However, it was not specifoed which modes
were included in those figures that did not receive an asterisk. As a result, it was assumed that,
for those figures not indicating an asterisk, PSTA reported data for directly-operated modes only.
As such, it is evident from Table 5 that almost every one of the published indicators and
measures were different from the corresponding values derived from PSTA's Section 15 data.
1/Vhile it would appear that PSTA did not utilize its Section 15 data to generate its advertisement,
there are enough similarities throughout the data to indicate otherwise. Instead, it is conjectured
that revisions may have been made to various Section 15 data for one or more of the modes
based on the final results of FTA's validation process. This would explain the relatively late
publication date of PSTA's advertisement (the system's previous advertisement was published
in March). If this was indeed the case, however, these revisions were not forwarded to CUTR
during the validation process for the Performance Evaluation Study's trend analysis report.
Among the performance indicators, only route miles and vehicles operated in maximum service
indicated no discrepancies. Passenger trips and revenue miles both evidenced small
differences; however, as discussed previously, it is assumed that these variations resulted from
data revisions since no other reasons for them could be identified. The published figure for
system total operating expense also differed somewhat from PSTA's Section 15 report. It was
determined that the $184,664 difference was the result of the inclusion of $13,566 for lease and
rental expenses {as mentioned previously, reconciling items are not included in the calculation
of total operating expense) and $171 ,098 for a final payment to a purchased transportation
service contract that expired the previous fiScal year. Due to this disparity, all three of PSTA's
cost efficiency measures (operating expense per capita, operating expense per passenger trip,
and operating expense per revenue mile) also exhibited slight variances. The differences
evident for the per-trip and per-mile cost efficiency ratios were further exacerbated by the
aforementioned differences in those two indicators, as well.
The most significant disparity evident in the performance indicators is the considerable difference
in operating revenue. In analyzing PSTA's FY 1994 Section 15 data, it is apparent that the
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system utilized this data to compute the published operating revenue figure; however, local
subsidy, as well as state and federal sull~IBfi'ig;•Mf~ also included In the total. In this case,
strictly-defined operating revenue for PSTA's modes, as determined from the Section 15 report,
should have been $4,973,271. This discrepancy (along with the difference in total operating
expense), in tum, affected the operating revenue per operating expense measure, which also
differed significantly: 104.00 percent (published) versus 20.00 percent (Section 15).
The apparent changes in PSTA's basic operating statistics (i.e., passenger trips, vehicle miles,
and revenue miles) also impacted most of the system's effectiveness measures. Vehicle miles
per capita, passenger trips per capita, revenue miles between incidents, and revenue miles
between roadcalls all evidenced differences between published and Section 15 values due to
disparate operating data. It was even determined that the number of incidents and roadcalls
used in two of the published effectiveness measures were also different from the corresponding
values reported in PSTA's Section 15 report since the revenue mile discrepancy did not
completely account for the overall differences in these measures.
The difference between the average age of the fleet reported in the advertisement and that
calculated using Section 15 vehicle inventory data was 1.15 years. Similar to HART, PSTA
calculated average age for its 'total" fleet (all vehicles in fleet including emergency contingency
vehicles), instead of calculating it for only the "active" fleet vehicles (excluding emergency
contingency vehicles). This methodological change was responsible for 0.15 years of the
difference In average fleet age. The remaining 1.00 year of difference probably was the result
of PSTA using 1995 as a base year to calculate its published average age figure since 1995was
the year during which the advertisement was published. Utilizing 1995 instead of 1994 as a
base year would result in an older fleet by this indicated difference.
Efficiency measures affected by the various changes in PSTA's operating statistics included
revenue miles per total vehicles, revenue hours per employee, passenger trips per employee,
and average fare per passenger trip. The differences in the two employee productivity measures
were also influenced by PSTA's use of actual person counts (464.0) in its calculations instead
of the utilization of FTEs (434.3). Finally, while the published average fare only varied from the
Section 15 value by $0.01, it was determined that PSTA included purchased demand-response
passenger trips in the denominator of this ratio, even though It did not appear that the numerator
(fare revenue) contained purchased DART data and this particular measure did not have an
asterisk to indicate that it should have been a system total calculation.
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Table 5
Pinellas Suncont Transit Authority
Notice Published Pursuant to Florida Statute 341.071(3)
,_.,.TOR
!994 PfRFQRMANCF INDICATORS

~r~·

8,.2$4,2)7

8.212.-SOS

·1!1,286

Revenue Miles'

7,d5,778

7,54.5,902

-80,12~

Route-·

1,703.00

1,703.00

Total Operating ExponM1

$28,408,204

128.224.520

.,......

Operatii"'Q Revenue

$27ttt5,665

$4,t'7S.271

122..522.28<4

174

114

0

10.17

11).24

4.07

. . _ .... per"'-'

10.<3

A~·ofFIMt~)'

7.10

....

4.01

v~

1911-.4

()sleraled., Mlxi1vn Setvlce'

rHTCTIVtt~[SS

v.ta MIJel;

F,1[J..S'JR(S

per Ci~Pti'

~Mile&

0

e.....n ~

Re\lenue Miles Between Rolldcall

10~44

1.15

S3,720

42,312

·1.582

4,d0

3,150

530

S33.U

133.10

S0,2S

$3.20

l$,17

10.03

1994 rFFICIENCY FI1EASIJRES

Operating E:q>ens.e per Capic.a'
0~ Elq:lenae per P.UIInQir

Trip'

Opet'lltlng Expense per R~nut Mill'

$3.53

......

0 - - ... 0-lino&.....

104.00'4

20.-

so.os
....
...

Aewnue Mles per Tctal \lehlcAn'

27,$21

Z7,742

·221

Rlwn.le Hcua per~

t.210

1.072

,._UI1981 Tr11& per

.....

.....

P..aenger Tripi'

8,970,883

e.t70.N3

0

Ali'ftl'lue Miles'

7,648,522

7,841,522

0

Route Miles

1,703.00

1,703.00

0

Total Operating &pente'

$28,001.~5

l1$.120.m

·lttt,oe.a

15,117,491

no.sl5,ees

\WIIc:ln Operated i1 Mui'num SeN~ce'

m.e5l,t54
112

112

0

""""*' F.e
1')'11

PER~ORMANC[

£l1.,..

17.. 11

40.01

EH[CTIVn<ESS f."EASURES

.....

1I,Ot2

v.Ncle Miles pet C8p(ta.

Pees tneet ~ per C.pU'
A'11et. Age Of fleet (Yeata)'

Rev.n...e MIH e.tween lncideru
Rev.m.te Mle5 Between ROIIOOII1l
1~93

11,156

INDICATORS

0-19~3

....
1. .

1t .Ot$

........

20.53

0

....

'·"'

39.151

39,.427

2,883

2,893

0

.....
suo

169.79

·10.27

$2.91

40.01

UAl

·10.02

7.00

1.03

HFICif.NCY MEASURI:S

o,.,.ling Expense per Clll!U'

0--..
Oper~~&tg

$S9.52

Expense per P.a.sqer Trip'

OI*'Ming Expense pet Rt'Ytt'M.II Milt'
R~ Milia$

o...-per Total Vehi:ls$

ReWftJe Hour$ pet

-

"*"' ""._

A~ Fare

.........

~

1

,_.......

20.$3%

.

71.47tt

1.002

1. 130

...

11,010

20.880

-1,120

S0.$0

.$0.50

)1,737

1»

..

' lncltxta data tor dw.ett'{-()9tr.too motorbua •nd deminckeaponle MMct (DAAT) •• \fftl1l M auppleme~Ut DART aei'Yioa purchNed frOm ptt.oate
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Table 6 presents data from an annual report published by PSTA as an advertising insert. While
similar in overall format, this insert differed ,fr~1PSTA's two previous annual report inserts in
that less system total data were provided. The previous inserts Included information on PSTA's
ridership, revenue miles of service, total operating expense, operating revenue, employees, and
vehicle fleet size. The most recent insert only presented trend data for PSTA's ridership and
federal operating assistance, and FY 1995 data on PSTA's total operaling expense and
operating revenue. It was assumed that the FY 1995 data was preliminary in nature since the
insert appeared in the newspaper prior to PSTA's submittal of its FY 1995 Seclion 15 report to
FTA for validation.
The two items of information shown in the table below were the only data included in the insert
specifically for the 1994 fiscal year. AHhough the published federal operating assistance figure
exactly matched the corresponding Section 15 data, the reported passenger trip value may have
originated from a source other than PSTA's FY 1994 Section 15 report due to the evident
discrepancy in this performance indicator. Interestingly, similar to the case for the FY 1993 data
that PSTA reported in its last advertisement and annual report insert, the passenger trip figure
included In the current insert did not match the value published by PSTA in its actual
performance measure advertisement Once again, it is surprising to find that PSTA has chosen
to continue to publish seemingly disparate data, especially given the confusion that this practice
can ultimately cause among Interested county residents.
Table 6
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
1994-1995 Annual Report· Published Advertising Insert
PUBUSHI!D

SECTtON1S

DIFFERENCE

Paasenger Ttfps

7,950,075

8,2?2,503

F~l

$3,040.000

$3,040,000

..,

INDICATOR
1994 PERFOiH/IANCE INDICATORS
Operating A$$i$1ai'ICO

.-322,428
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LYNX (Orlando)

Table 7 presents the data from the FY 1994 published newspaper advertisement and
corresponding Section 15 data for LYNX in Orlando. Unless otherwise noted in the table, LYNX
reported system total figures for its directly-operated motorbus, purchased demand-response,
and purchased van pool services. Based on the paucity of discrepancies present among the FY
1994 indicators and measures, it was sunnised that LYNX's data were strictly Section 15-based.
LYNX's newspaper advertisement appeared in the April 29, 1995, issue of the Orlando Sentinel.
The only discrepancy evident among the perfonnance indicators was the $15,975,038 difference
between the published figure for operating revenue and that which was derived from LYNX's
Section 15 data. Like PSTA, it was apparent that LYNX added local, state, and federal subsidies
to its actual operating revenue to arrive at a figure of $27,787,639. According to FY 1994
Section 15 data, operating revenue should have equalled $11 ,812,601. The discrepancy in this
indicator also impacted the efficiency measure, operating revenue per operating expense. LYNX
published this ratio as 100 percent in its advertisement, while the value derived using the Section
15-based operating revenue figure was calculated to be 42.51 percent.
LYNX's published average age for its vehicle fleet was also found to differ somewhat from the
average age value generated using the system's vehicle inventory infonnation (Fonn 408) in its
Section 15 report. The advertisement reported an average age of 6.50 years for the directlyoperated motorbus fleet, while the Section 15 data for this measure indicated a slightly higher
average age of 6.65 years. It could not be detennined how the published average age of 6.50
years was calculated; therefore, no explanation could be identified for the difference.
As with some of the previous transit systems, LYNX's two employee productivity efficiency
measures (revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee) exhibited differences
between the published and Section 15-derived data. In LYNX's case, both measures were
understated. Analysis of the published passenger trips per employee ratio found that LYNX
utilized its actual person count (525.0) in its calculation instead of total FTEs (439.5). However,
the discrepancy in the revenue hours per employee ratio could not be deciphered as easily. If
LYNX used actual person count in the calculation of its published revenue hours per employee
ratio, then the revenue hour figure used in the calculation was different than that reported for
Section 15 purposes (802,200 versus 716,039, respectively). Conversely, if the revenue hour
figures were the same (which would be expected since the other published operating statistics,
passenger trips and revenue miles, were identical to the Section 15 data), then that would mean
LYNX used a completely different number of employees (468.6) than either actual person count
or FTEs. Unfortunately, due to the fact that the revenue hours statistic is not among the
perfonnance indicators required for publication, it was not possible to pinpoint the exact reason
for the discrepancy in the revenue hours per employee ratio.
Finally, negligible differences were evident in the passenger trips per capita and average fare
measures. It was concluded that these small variances were the result of rounding differences.
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Table 7
LYNX (Orlando)
INDICATOR

SECTION (5

DIFFERENCE

199.: P.ERFOKIMNC£ INDICATORS
PJs.sa~er Trips

12,.458,471

12.45$,471

0

Revenue Mtes

11,776,441

11,776,441

0

1

Route M~$

653.0

65~.0

0

Total Opera:l!n!J E)(pense

$27,187,6l9

$27,787,631

$0

Opert!ing Rtvenloll8

$27,787,$39

$11,812,601

$15.975,038

V.hicle& Opemgd In MaxCoom Scwice'

13M

136.0

0

VetlleloMZesperc.pita

11.10

11.10

0

Passenger Tt1:1s per Capila

10.!0

10.49

0.01

6.50

-0.15

25,12:4

6.65
25,12.4

5,478

5.478

0

ecpense per Capla
Opefating &pense pes P8$$el'lger Tflp

$23.39

$23..3.\'1

so

$2.2~

$2.23

$0

Operati'lg ExP9n&e per Re~ut Mile

$2.36

$2.36

$0

Opera&ng Asvenue per

100.00%

.C2.S1%

57.<19%

Re'lenue Miles per Total Vehleles'

43,621

43,621

0

Revtnue Hours por Etnployee

1,528

1.629

·101

PJssenger Tfl>s per Empb/H

23,730

28,347

-4,977

Average Fare•

$0.52

$0.51

$0.01

Passenger Trl,ps

11,142,317

11,142,317

0

RevtnueMiles
Route MiltSt

s,ns,s3s

9,086,630

-311,29$

609.00

$0$.00

0

Total Operating Expense

$21,90:.909

$21,802.9S9

$0

O~Revenue

$21,902.938

$7,107,322

$14,79$,617

Vehide$ Opera!Od' In Ma.xinV.Im ServiCe

113

113

0

9.00

9.0$

..0.05

Passengez Trips per Capla

9.60

8.58

0.02

Average AQe Of Fleet (years)'

8 .40

7.87

0.5S

R~ Mile$

28,691

30,239

-1,$48

5,798

6,109

-313

199.; EFFECTIVT:NESS MEASURES

Average AQe of Fleet (years)'

ae.wEI8fl inckfenU
Revenue "'es Beffleen Roacleats1
1

Revenue folies
1~~

0

EFFICIENCY MEASURES

Opetafir!g

Oper~g

Expense

\'J<)l PF.R.f0RI.1ANCE INDICATORS

1!133 EFFECTIVEN"ESS UlEASUR!!S
v.n<~o

Milt< .., Capfla

Between ltlddents'

Revenue Miles Between RoBdcal:ls'
1!t'J3 EFFICIENCY MEASURES

$18.$2

$18.82

$0

$ 1.87

$1.97

$0

$2.50

$2.41

$0.09

Operating Ravenue per OJ)erating'Ex:pon$0

100.00%

32.A5%

61.56%

Revenue Milts per Total Vehicles'

4<,030

46.75$

-2.125

Revenue Hours per Empl.(l'}H

1,513

1 .7~

·2\6

Passe.,. TriPS per Employee

25,87..

29,337

·3,66)

Avetage Fara1

$0.48

$0.4$

$0

Oper~ ~per Cap~

Operating Expen~ per Pas-senger Trip

Operatif'l!il ElqlenM per

1

Reven~

Mile

r.clodea da.\a for dMtty-ope~ motorbus only
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Palm Beach County Transportation Authority
The Palm Beach County Transportation Authority (Palm Tran) did not publish a newspaper
advertisement in ac:c:ordance with Florida . Statute 341.071 (3) for Hs FY 1994 indicators and
measures. Instead, Palm Tran staff indicated that the system planned to include both the
required FY 1994 information and Hs FY 1995 data in an advertisement that would be published
at a later date. Palm Tran, however, did forward its data worksheet upon which the
advertisement was supposed to be based, which included its calculations for all of the required
FY 1994 data. This, then, is the data that is included in Table 8 in the "published" column; it
represents Palm Tran's directly-<~perated motorbus service. The published FY 1993 data in the
table were obtained from Palm Tran's previous published advertisement, which was analyzed
in the last performance reporting investigation.
Unlike Palm Tran's previous advertisements which utilized certain data from the Florida TransH
Management, Inc., Report of Operations, it is clear from the provided worksheet that the statistics
Palm Tran plans to eventually publish for FY 1994 were obtained directly from Section 15 data.
The only notable difference involved the service area population figure utilized in the per-capita
measures. Palm Tran used a 1994 MPO population estimate of 937,190 in Its worksheet
(perhaps an estimate oftotal county population), even though the service area population figure
in its FY 1994 Section 15 report totalled 869,633. This difference affected three measures:
vehicle miles per capita, passenger trips per capHa, and operating expense per capita. The
higher population f~gure from the worksheet data resulted in the underreporting of these
particular measures.

Of the six performance indicators, only the operating revenue figure indicated any difference
between Palm Tran's worksheet value and that In its Section 15 report. The discrepancy of $138
was found to be due to Palm Tran including passenger fare revenue for its demand-response
mode in Hs reported operating revenue total. This fare revenue was retained by the purchased
provider of this service and should not have been included, especially since the data were
supposed to reflect Palm Tran's directly-operated motorbus mode only. As a result of the
difference in this indicator, the operating revenue per operating expense ratio also exhibited a
minor variance between the worksheet and Section 15-derived values.
Besides the per-capita measures discussed previously, the only other effectiveness measure that
indicated any variance between the worksheet and Section 15 figures was average age of fleet.
The majority of the difference shown in Table 8 for this measure was the result of Palm Tran
calculating average age for its '1otal" fleet (all vehicles in fleet including emergency contingency
vehicles), instead of calculating H for only the "active" vehicles wHhin its fleet (excluding
emergency contingency vehicles and other inactive vehicles). Based on the vehicle inventory
information in Palm Tran's Section 15 report, the average age for the '1otal" fleet equalled 7.94
years. Since Palm Tran indicated an average age of 8.00 years in its worksheet, it is anticipated
that the remaining difference of 0.06 years was due to rounding.
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Interestingly, despite the worksheet data matching the Section 15 data exactly for total operating
expense, passenger trips, and revenue m.~e,.s;,!);l\l).~p.cost efficiency measures based on these
particular Indicators (operating expense per passenger trip and operating expense per revenue
mile) Indicated somewhat significant differences. The analysis of these two measures
determined that, in both cases, Palm Tran utilized an altered operating expense figure (referred
to as "net operating expense" in the worksheet) in its calculations. Basically, Palm Tran
subtracted ijs operating revenue from its total operating expense (thereby resulting in a "nef'
operating expense) prior to dividing by eHher passenger trips or revenue miles, In effect, by
removing ~s operating revenue, Palm Tran was calculating the subsidized cost per trip and per
mile for ~ service.
Finally, the remaining variances evident in Palm Tran's worksheet data included revenue hours
per employee, passenger trips per employee, and average fare per passenger trip. The
differences evident in the two employee productivity measures were impacted by Palm Tran's
use of actual person counts (179.0) in its calculations instead of FTEs (158,5). The difference
noted in average fare was the result of Palm Tran including $242,949 of special transit fares in
the passenger fare revenue portion of the calculation.
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Table 8
Palm Beach County Transportation Authority
PU8LI$HW

SECnON 15

DIFFERENCE

- T~

2.714,615

2,]1.4,615

0

Rtvtnl't Mile$

...........

2.8:96.6&5

2,896,885

0

487.70

481.70

0

Total Operating Expen&e

0.,.,...,. ..........

$10,128,820

$ 10,126,820

0

$1,979,959

$1.979,821

St38

Vehldes Opetatect 6'1 Maximum Service

&7

&7

0

VeNcle Mll8a per Capita

3.55

....

Pau.enger Trip& per Capita

2.90

S.12

4

Aver&ge AQe of Fitet (YeaB}

8.00

7.27

0.7S

Rwenut Miles Oot.ertn lnci:lonts

96,556

06,$$6

0

3,23S

$,233

0

$10.81

$11.84

40.83

$3.00

$3.73

.$0.73

$2,81

$3.50

.$0.88

Operalfng Revenue per Operating Expense

20.00%

19.5$%

0 .4$%

Rt venut Milas per Total Vehicles

40,79$

40,798

0

Revenue Hour$ per Employee

1,103

1.2'8

-143

PU:senger TriPS pe.r Emi)IO')'.e
Avtnge F~re

.....

17,127

-1,962

10.53

$0.09

INDICATOR
W9.: P(RFORMANCE INDICATORS

15"94 EHI:CTIVENESS MEASURES

0--·per

Re\ottlue Mills Betwetn

1 ~94

R~

.0.27
0,22

EFFICIENCY MEASURES

capita

0~

Ew'PtMO per Passenget T~
Ope~~~ting Expense per ~ut Mit

_.....

15,185

1,93 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Passenoer Trips

2,714,815

2,714,815

0

Revenue Mile&

2,817,021

2,817,021

0

0--

3,323,1~

467,10

$9,118,026

19,118,027

""

$2.250,333

S2.2S9,333

so

S7

&7

0

4.24

.Q,$1

To&al Opef'8t!ng Expena.e

Vehldes Operated ., MaXmum Service

1993 Ef-FECTIVENESS MEASURES

Velllde Miles pet Ca9itl

....

-$1

2.08

3.50

.....

Ave~ Age of Fieet {YN"S)

7.00

8.63

0.37

Rewnue MIM Between lf'ICicMnts

148,264

148.2$4

0

Rev.nue Miltt Be1ween Roa<SeaJ:s

3,812

3,812

0

.....

$11.78

·SU1

13.36

·$0.82

~ Trtps

per Cap~

199l HFICII:NCY MEASURES

Opn:ling E,xpen$e I * Capitt
Operfting Elcpense
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per PJsset~ger Trip

$9.95

Operating Expense pee ReYeooe MOO

$2.38

$3.24

·$0.&8

Opottting Rewnue per Opetating Expense

2S.OO%

24.78%

0.22%

Revenue Miles per TWI Vehic:Je5

43,725

37,oeG

8,859

ReV$11ue Houtt

1.080

1,178

PasMnQH Trips pet E.l'npkryee

15,691

1G,Sit3

-··

Avtf';1191t F$re

$0,63

$0.5 1

S0.12

pet

EmplOyee

·1,222

Tallahassee Transit
Tallahassee Transit (TALTRAN) provided data for both FY 1993 and FY 1994, as required, in
its newspaper advertisement that appeared in the Tallahassee Democrat on October 16, 1995.
In Table 9, TALTRAN's published data is presented, along with corresponding data compiled
from the system's FY 1994 Section 15 report. In a note at the bottom of its advertisement,
TALTRAN indicated that the published data was for its "basic system only." As was the case
in the last performance reporting investigation, this terminology was found to refer solely to
TALTRAN's directly-operated motorbus service.
In the last investigation, TALTRAN's published FY 1993 data reflected 16 discrepancies among
the 19 total indicators and measures when compared to Section 15 data. In its most current
advertisement, TALTRAN not only did a much better job In reporting the necessary FY 1994 data
(only seven variances were evident), the system also elected to report revised FY 1993 figures
that were more in line with that fiscal year's Section 15 data. As a result, only one notable
difference was evident among the updated FY 1993 data in the advertisement.
Analysis of the FY 1994 data found that TALTRAN's only published performance indicator that
differed from its corresponding Section 15-reported value was operating revenue. Similar to the
case for Palm Tran, it was determined that the $2,133 difference in this indicator resulted from
the inclusion of fare revenue that was retained by TALTRAN's purchased demand-response
service provider (despite the fact that the published data were supposed to reflect TALTRAN's
directly-operated motorbus mode only). As a resuH of the difference in this indicator, the
operating revenue per operating expense ratio also indicated a slight variance between the
published and Section 15-derived values.
In the effectiveness measure category, both average age of fleet and revenue miles between
roadcalls exhibited negligible differences when compared to Section 15 data. It was assumed
that these insignificant variances were the result of rounding error since no other reason for the
differences could be Identified. Similarly, rounding also appeared to be the cause of the $0.01
difference in the operating expense per revenue mile measure, especially since the two
published performance indicators used to calculate this ratio matched the Section 15 data
exactly.
The largest discrepancy among the cost efficiency measures occurred for the operating expense
per capita ratio. Since the value published for operating expense coincided precisely with
Section 15 data, only the service area population figure used in the ratio's calculation could have
caused the variance. However, TALTRAN's two other per-capita measures (vehicle miles per
capita and passenger trips per capita) were identical to their Section 15-based counterparts.
Therefore, it is not clear why the discrepancy in this particular measure occurred.
It is evident In Table 9 that TALTRAN's revenue miles per total vehicles measure differed from
the corresponding Section 15 ratio by 8,382 miles, a relatively significant amount. The reason
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for the variance in this measure was that TALTRAN used the number of vehicles operated in
maximum service (42) to represent "total vehicles" in the calculation. For purposes of the
Performance Evaluation Study, the '1otal vehicles" portion ofthis ratio should have utilized the
total number of vehicles available for maximum service (as reported on Form 406). For
TALTRAN, this number equalled 55 vehicles in FY 1994.
Finally, TALTRAN reported an average fare per passenger trip ratio of $0.53 in Hs advertisement.
Utilizing Section 15 data, this measure was calculated to be $0.51 by dividing total passenger
fare revenues by total passenger trips for the motorbus mode. Since the passenger trip figure
was identical for both the published and the Section 15-reported data, it can only be assumed
that a different fare revenue figure was used in the calculation. However, this could not be
verified with the available information.
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Table 9

Tallahassee' 'rransit
.
lHOICATOR

PUBUSHED

SECTION16

DIFFERENCE

Passenger Trips

3,62$,002

3,628,002

0

Revenue Mles

1,489,300

1,489,SOO

0

Rollte Miles

196,20

195.20

0

TCW Operoting ExPense

t8,04S.304

$6,043,304

$0

OperMilg Revenue

$1,855,808

$1,853,675

$2,133

Vet'Dc:tes Operaled in M.ximum se.vaoe

42

42

•

Verifde Miles per Caplla

11.88

11.88

Passenger Trips per Capita

23.37

26.37

•

A"'r>ge Age Of FTeel (Yfi!IS)

••30

8.34

Revetllle MileS Between lneident:s

3.5,460

3.5,480

Revenue Miles Between Roadcalls

2.707

2,708

Opera1lng Expense per C8pl1a

$45.64

$45.19

$0,45

Opemilg Expense per Pasaens»er T'*'

$1.71

$1.71

$0

Operating Expense pet Revenue Mile

$4.05

$4.06

-$0.01

Opeta&lg Revenue per Operating Expense

31,00%

30.67%

0 .33%

Rewlnue Mlos per Total Vehicle:;

3.5,460

27,076

8,382

ReYenue Hotn per Empklvee
Passenger Trips per Etnployeo
Avsrt9t Fare

974

974

0

28,57t

26,571

$0.53

$0.51

•

Passenger Trips

3.629,310

3,629,310

Revct~ue Wes

1,486,826

1,485,825

Route Miles

195.20

19S.20

Tout ()peratlrQ Expense

$$.130,200

$5,730,200

Operating Revenue

$1,777,900

$1,777,90()

Vehicles Opet#IOd in Ma>Omum setviee

42

41

Vehidc Mile$ per Cilpita

12.02

12.02

0

PatMn91M Trips per C#p)la

27.49

27..49

0

Average AQe of Fleet (years)

11.30

11.20

0.1

RtYenue Miles Botween lnti:lenu

32,300

32,301

·1

A.ewnue Miles Between Roattca'J6

2,380

2,381

·1

Operating Eltpense por c •

uuo

S4MO

Opefaling Expense per Passenger Trip

$1.68

$1.56

••so

Operatlns Eiqlocna. per Revenue Mile

S3.8G

$3.86

so

09eratlng Revenue per Operating Expente

31.00%

31.03%

.Q,03%

RevenuCJ Mile$ per TCW VetideS

35,377

30,955

4,422

Rovom.a& Hour$ per £mslloyee

1131
27,620

8\'11
27.&20

0

SOA8

$0.48

19!f.ll

PFRFORMA~CE

INDICATORS

1994 r:FF(CTIVCNESS MEASURES

•

.0.04

•
·1

1994 EFfiCIENCY Mt:ASURES

19~3

$0.02

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

0

•0

....
1

1993 EFFECTIVENESS ~nEASURES

1993 EFFICIENCY MEASURES

Pa&.&tl'9$r TriP$
Average Fare

per EmplOyee

•
"'
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Regional Transit System (Gainesville)
For the 1993 fiscal year, Gainesville's Regional Trans~ System (RTS) did not comply with the
perfonnance measure reporting requirement; therefore, no published advertisement was
available for analysis in the last perfonnance reporting investigation. The lack of compliance was
primarily due to problems with staffing and, according to RTS, to the seemingly inordinate
amount of time it took for the system to receive concurrence from FTA on ns Section 15 data.
In order to prevent a reoccurrence of this situation and ensure RTS's compliance wnh Florida
Statute 341.071(3), FOOT's Public Transit Office requested that CUTR compile for RTS the
necessary indicators and measures for FY 1993 and FY 1994. CUTR accommodated this
request using RTS's Section 15 directly-operated motorbus data for those particular fiscal years.
This infonnation was ultimately included in a newspaper advertisement that was published in The
Gainesville Sun on October 28, 1995.
According to the published figures and Section 15 data presented in Table 10, there were only
four discrepancies evident in RTS's reported data for FY 1994. Two of these were the result of
changes in the data that were provided to RTS prior to their publication. Based on RTS's FY
1994 Section 15 report, total operating expense should have been $3,521,432 and operating
revenue should have been $1,935,203. However, the published figures for these two
perfonnance indicators actually matched the FY 1993 values. This repetition of data for these
indicators may have occurred when the body of the advertisement was developed and been
accidental in nature, especially since the subsequent measures utilizing either or both of the
indicators were not repeated as well. However, it is also possible that the duplication was done
purposefully in order to maintain consistency among all of the perfonnance indicators since
passenger trips and revenue miles did not change between FY 1993 and FY 1994 (due toRTS's
Passenger Mile Sampling Waiver). Therefore, RTS would not have to answer questions about
rising operating costs w~hout additional service or ridership.
The remaining two discrepancies in the published data (indicated in the table by "nla") were
strictly the fault of CUTR staff. First, the number of route miles was mistakenly provided to RTS
as 266,900 miles. The value for this indicator should have been 266.90. Apparently, the route
mileage figure was somehow inflated by a factor of 1000 before being included in the data
spreadsheet that was finally provided to RTS. Second, the labor productivity measure,
passenger trips per employee, was completely omitted from the data spreadsheet sent to RTS.
Unfortunately, nenher of these oversights were caught by CUTR or RTS prior to the final
publication of the system's advertisement.
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Tab le. 10

Regional Tra'niiil ~#ttii'i (Gainesville)
INDICATOR

PUBLISHED

SECnoN 15

DIFF'I!RI!NCE

Population

184,000

184,000

0

Pau.enger Tr1ps

~370,1 $7

2,370,197

0

Revenue Milt$

1.409,584

.......

1,.w9,5$4

0

2$$,90

Ilia

Total Operating Expense

$3,212.'733

$3,621,432

4308.609

Operating Re-N~uo

S1,40SJM9

$1,935,203

-$529,254

v.hidel Opera4ed in Maximum SeMele

30

30

0

Vefllele Miles per Capi&a

7.74

7.14

0

Passenger Trips per ~~~~

12.88

12.88

0

1$14 PERFORMANCE I NDICATORS

Route Mil~

19"94 EFFEC TIVENESS MEASURES

Average Ago or Fleet (YtJt$)

$.10

6.10

0

R.evtnue Mit& Bttw9an lneid'ents

46,986

48,986

0

Revenue Miles Between Rofdeal$

2,373

2,373

0

$19.14

$19.14

$0

1~94 EFFICIENCY MEASURES

Operating Expense per Capha
Opera6ng Expet\Sot per Poassongcu Trip
o,traling Expense per Revei'IJe Mile

S1.49

$ 1.49

$0

suo

$2.50

$0

Opelatlf'l$l Reveooe per Operalfng etpense

0%

64.9$%

$4.96%

Revenue Miles per T«al Vehide$

32.731

32.781

0

- · HOW$ pet Emplo;'ee
Pasaenger Trips per Etllllovee

1,0 18

1,0 18

DNP

34.451

...

Aver"9itff!ll'e

$0.58

$0.58

$0

Populatlon

184,000

184,000

0

Pasaenfi'e' Trips

2,370,197

2,370,197

0

Revenue Miles

1,409,584

1,409,584

0

Routo Mile$

268,900

268.90

,.

$3,212,733

$3,212,733

0
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Volusia County dba VOTRAN
Table 11 illustrates the data for Volusia County dba VOTRAN. It is evident that the indicators
and measures published in VOTRAN's newspaper advertisement were indeed compiled from its
FY 1994 Section 15 report, as was indicated in the advertisement's notation for the data's
source. This notation also indicated that the reported information was for VOTRAN's directlyoperated motorbus service only, although it also directly operated as well as purchased demandresponse service during the 1994 fiscal year. The published advertisement appeared in The
News-Journal on May 26, 1995.
The first published performance indicator that differed from the Section 15 data was route miles.
The negligible difference of 0.40 miles was probably the result of rounding since VOTRAN
published this indicator as "275," without including any tenths of miles. Similarly, rounding and
the abbreviated use of decimal places appeared to be the cause of the 0.03 difference in the
passenger trips per capita measure, especially since the published passenger trips and
population used to calculate this ratio exactly matched the Section 15 data. VOTRAN reported
this effectiveness measure as "8.1" in its advertisement, while the Section 15 data resulted in
a value of 8.13.
Two other performance indicators also indicated differences when compared to Section 15 data:
total operating expense and operating revenue. In the case of operating expense, it was
determined that VOTRAN included the expenditures for Hs purchased demand-response service
($265,875) in the total, despite the fact that the published data were noted to include motorbus
data only. Meanwhile, the published operating revenue was inflated due to VOTRAN including
federal, state, and local subsidies in the figure, just as some of the previously-reviewed transit
systems did. As mentioned in these previous cases, operating revenue, as collected for the
Performance Evaluation Study, does not include these subsidies. As a result of the
discrepancies in these two indicators, the published measures for operating expense per cap~a.
operating expense per passenger trip, operating expense per revenue mile, and operating
revenue per operating expense all exhibHed varying differences.
For average age of fleet, VOTRAN published a figure of "1 0.9" years. The average fleet age
calculated using Section 15 vehicle Inventory data was 9.94 years, thereby resulting in a
difference of 0.96 years. It is believed that this difference would have actually been 1.00 year
if not for VOTRAN rounding off the decimal places for ~s published value. If the difference was
indeed one year, then this would mean that it was the result of VOTRAN using 1995 as a base
year to calculate its published average age figure-a plausible finding since 1995 was the year
during which the advertisement was published.
VOTRAN's revenue miles per total vehicles measure differed significantly from the corresponding
Section 15 value, as shown in the table. Analysis of this particular measure found that the
significant difference was due to VOTRAN using the number of vehicles operated In maximum
service (28) to represent "total vehicles" in the calculation. It has been discussed previously in
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this report that the total number of vehicles available for maximum service (as reported on Form
406) should be used to represent the·. ;~~liii ~~lifdes" portion of this ratio. According to
VOTRAN's Section 15 report, the system had 37 vehicles available for maximum service in FY
1994. It Is interesting to note that this same problem was identified in VOTRAN's last two
published advertisements.
Although the revenue hours per employee measure did not evidence any variance, passenger
trips per employee differed from its corresponding Section 15-derived value by seven trips. This
negligible difference was attributed to rounding, specifically to the rounding of the number of
employee FTEs that was utilized in the calculation. VOTRAN's Section 15 employee data
indicated a total of 106.7 FTEs. However, the advertisement reported a value of"107" employee
equivalents, thereby leading to the slightly different result for passenger trips per employee.
Apparently, this difference of 0.3 FTEs was too small to affect the revenue hours per employee
measure.
Finally, VOTRAN reported an average fare per passenger trip ratio of $0.28 in its advertisement.
Using Section 15 data to calculate this measure resuHed in an average fare value of $0.30 for
the motorbus mode. Since the number of passenger trips was the same for both the published
and the Section 15-reported data, the difference must have been due to the passenger fare
revenue figure used in the calculation. VOTRAN directly operated both motorbus and demandresponse modes in FY 1994; therefore, it is expected thatthe total passenger fare revenue figure
for directly-operated service reported on Form 203 of its Section 15 report included collected fare
revenue for both modes, VOTRAN probably utilized an appropriate fare revenue value that
included only its motorbus mode in its published ratio. However, this breakdown was not
available In the Section 15 report, thereby causing the Section 15 average fare ratio to be slightly
higher.
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Table 11
Volusia County dba VOTRAN
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Escambia County Area Transit
Escambia County Area TransH (ECAT) reported FY 1993 and FY 1994 data for its directlyoperated motorbus and purchased demand-response services in Its newspaper advertisement.
The modal data were presented separately within the advertisement. The indicators and
measures for ECAT's fixed-route motorbus service are presented in Table 12; Table 13
illustrates the demand-response data. The advertisement appeared in the Pensacola News
Journal on February 23, 1995.
It is evident that the published data for the motorbus mode were based on ECAT's FY 1994
Section 15 report. Only one data item seemed .to come from a different source: service area
population. 1/Vhile this particular indicator did not appear in ECAT's advertisement and is not
required for publication, it is utilized in the calculation of three of the required measures (vehicle
miles per capita, passenger trips per capita, and operating expense per capita). Based on
ECAT's published per-capita ratios, It was determined that the system used 270,000 as its
population value (perhaps a f~gure representing total county population). According to Section
15 data, however, ECAT's service area population should have been 200,000. This difference
in population resulted in a significant underreporting of all three per-capita measures. Further,
it should be noted that the variance in the vehicle miles per capita measure was also affected
by the fact that ECAT mistakenly used revenue miles in the calculation instead of vehicle miles.
One of the three reported performance indicators that differed from ECAT's Section 15 data was
route mlles. Total route mileage was published as 245 miles; the Section 15 figure equalled
244.7 miles. It would appear, then, that ECAT rounded up Hs route mileage for purposes of Hs
advertisement. The other two published performance indicators that indicated discrepancies
were total operating expense and operating revenue.
Analysis of the operating expense indicator found that ECAT included operating costs for its
purchased demand-response mode ($229,259) in the total, even though this portion of the
advertisement was only supposed to include motorbus data. In the case of operating revenue,
as it has done in Its previous two advertisements, ECAT reported its passenger fare revenue
instead of its total operating revenue. The system did not add in auxiliary transportation revenue
or non-transportation revenue, which are both included in operating revenue for purposes of the
Performance Evaluation Study. As a resuH of these discrepancies, the published measures for
operating expense per passenger trip, operating expense per revenue mile, and operating
revenue per operating expense also exhibited varying differences. In addition, the operating
expense discrepancy further exacerbated the variance evident for the operating expense per
capita measure, which was also impacted by the population problem discussed previously.
The last two differences evident between published and Section 15 data involved the employee
productivity measures, revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee. It was
determined from the data that these differences were due to ECAT's use of actual person counts
{68.0) in its calculations instead of total FTEs (60.2}.
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Table12
Eseambla County Aru Transit
Data for Fixed-Route Motorbus Service
SECTION 1.5
19'!.1 PERFO>W:ANCE INDICA TORS
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It is evident in Table 13 that, due to the UfiBY!\i!~bility of certain purchased demand-response
data, fewer indicators and measures weie pul:!lfthed for this particular mode. Nevertheless, as
with the motorbus mode, the demand-response information came from ECATs FY 1994 Section
15 report. This was especially apparent due to the fact that only five of the published demandresponse figures differed at all from their corresponding Section 15 values. Further, the variance
in the service area population estimate noted in the discussion of the motorbus data
discrepancies was the reason for three of the demand-response data differences (vehicles miles
per capHa, passenger trips per capHa, and operating expense per capita).
The other two differences found among the reported demand-response data involved revenue
miles and average age of fleet. The revenue miles discrepancy occurred because ECAT
published demand-response passenger miles in the place of the correct indicator. A reason for
the two-year differential between published and Section 15-based average fleet age data,
however, could not be readily identified with the available information.
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Tabl e 13
Eseambla County Area Transit
Data for Demand -Resp onse Service
PUBUSHED
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Lee County Transit
In FY 1994, Lee County Transit (LeeTran) directly operated fiXed-route motorbus service and
contracted for demand-response service as well as for additional motorbus service. Although
the newspaper advertisement did not specifically indicate for which mode(s) the data were
reported, it was apparent that LeeTran published information for its directly-operated motorbus
mode only (except for a few instances where modal data were mistakenly combined). The
published advertisement, which Included data for both FY 1993 and FY 1994, appeared in the
News-Press on May 2, 1995. The data for the 1994 fiscal year were, for the most part, taken
directly from the system's Section 15 report.
The first discrepancy evident in Table 14 is for service area population, an indicator that is not
necessary for publication but which LeeTran chose to provide anyway. The population figure
reported in LeeTran's FY 1994 Section 15 report was 350,809. Interestingly, this value matched
the FY 1993 population total published In LeeTran's advertisement, but was 13,892Iess than the
published FY 1994 figure. This difference could not be explained. However, since the Section
15 report was completed prior to the publication ofthe advertisement, it is possible that LeeTran
was able to calculate an updated FY 1994 service area population estimate for the purpose of
Its advertisement. This difference in population affected LeeTran's three per-cap~a measures
(vehicle miles per capita, passenger trips per capita, and operating expense per capita), which
were all underreported.
Three other variances were noted among the performance Indicators, specifically for passenger
trips, route miles, and operating revenue. The difference of 7,385 passenger trips between the
published and Section 15-based data resulted from LeeTran's inclusion of ridership information
for ~ purchased motorbus mode in the reported total. This discrepancy ultimately impacted
three measures that utilize passenger trips In their calculation: passenger trips per capita (which
was also affected by the population difference, as discussed previously), operating expense per
passenger trip, and passenger trips per employee. The negligible 0.3 mile difference in route
miles was attributed to the rounding down of the published figure, which appeared in the
advertisement as "3n ." As for the operating revenue variance of $38,972, it was determined
that LeeTran mistakenly included fare revenue that was retained by its purchased demandresponse service provider in the total. This, in tum, produced the discrepancy that occurred in
the operating revenue per operating expense ratio.
Finally, the difference between the average age of the fleet reported in the advertisement and
that derived using directly-operated motorbus data from Form 408 of the Section 15 report was
found to be 0.69 years. Various computations were made using vehicle age data for different
modal combinations in an effort to determine potential reason(s) for this variance. However,
LeeTran's published average fleet age value of 8.88 years could not be reproduced; therefore,
it was not possible to identify why this difference occurred.
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Lee County Tranalt
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Sarasota County Area Transit

Sarasota County-Area Transit (SCAT) used its Section 15 reports for the 1990-1994 fiscal years
to report its required Indicators and measures In its newspaper advertisement. The data for FY
1993 and FY 1994 are presented in Table 15. In its advertisement, which appeared in the June
9, 1995, edition of the Sarasota Herald-Tribune, SCAT presented infonnation pertaining to its
directly-operated motorbus service (this fact was not specifically noted In SCAT's advertisement).
Interestingly, SCAT again published considerably more infonnalion in its advertisement than is
required by FOOT.
Just as it did in its last advertisement, SCAT reported Sarasota County's total population
(296,002) for FY 1994, instead of the system's service area population (234,433). This
population difference of 61,568 affected SCAT's three per-capita measures (vehicle miles per
capita, passenger trips per capita, and operating expense per capita), which were all significantly
underreported in the published data.
A significant discrepancy in SCAT's average age of fleet was also noted among the comparative
data. The advertisement reported a figure of only 7 .06 years for FY 1994, an average age value
that was 3.44 years less than that derived from the Section 15 data (10.50 years). While it was
not readily apparent how SCAT detennined the published average age, it is possible that the 15
remanufactured vehicles in SCAT's fleet may have played a role in affecting the calculation for
this particular measure.
Analysis of the efficiency measures discovered two additional ratios, operating revenue per
operating expense and revenue miles per total vehicles, that differed from their corresponding
Section 15 figures. In the case of the operating revenue per operating expense ratio, the
negligible 0 .01 percent difference was most probably the result of rounding error, especially since
the measure's constituent indicators both matched their Section 15 counterparts exactly. The
revenue miles per total vehicles measure indicated a significant difference of 5,927 miles
between the published and Section 15-derived figures. Since published revenue miles were
Identical to the Section 15 value, the examination of this ratio concentrated on the total number
of vehicles used in the computation. Section 15 data indicated 42 vehicles available for
maximum service during FY 1994 (the indicator that is used to represent "total vehicles" in this
calculation); however, it was determined that 34 vehicles were used to calculate the advertised
measure. This figure does not match any of the vehicle-related data in SCAT's Section 15
report, so no reason for this discrepancy could be identified.
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Table 15
Sarasota County Area Transit
SI.CT10N 1S

IHOICATOR
1994 PERFORIMNCE INDICATORS

Pop. .tiOn

296,002

23-4.434

81,548

P'aNIJt'iger T~

1,302,060

1,302.060

0

Revenue Miles

1,0S7,97t

1,057,9'78

0

m ...

212.40

--

rca Op«ai 4
~dug

&W~M

R..,._

Yehfdes OpetNcl

In Maxim.lm $renoi;;lt

...........

12.SM0..28t

S6t3,714

- .714

20

20

...
0

0

1'1'3-t EH-ECTlV[N[S S M(ASURES

Vehicle Mllea per Clplla

4.78

· t.DO

PasMnQer Trips per C1p1Le

$.$5

A - Age al FIOol C,..rs)

10.50
40,&91

..0.811

·1.15
.SM
0

2,181

2.107

0

Opelatiuo EXpenM per C.PQ

$U3

$12.54

Opeillii. E);ptf!M C* Pluenger Ttlp

$2.26

$2.2!1

Operating: ~nit per R~l'llllt Milt

~ . 78

RtoYOMit Pit Opetetklg Expenae
pet T04al Vthiete$
MIIM
AeYenue

23.60%

S:2.78
2:U9%

)1,117

2$,110

5,827

Revenue HoLn per Empto). .

1,200

1,200

0

~Tr1ptpet~

21,172

21,172

A'l'll!l'8ge F. .

S0.42

10.42

290.602

230,157

ao..ws

Pas.aenger Tf1l6

1,317,8$4

1,317,8$4

0

Revenue Mi!M

1,056,0 18

1.068,018

0

2e1..20

...._.

0

0

Re.¥enue MIIH Be!VIIIMn I~

0~

·--·

....

·1:2.81

0.01%

..
0

1991 P[RFOR1AANCE INDICATORS

TOioi~-

$2.,896,681

Opeldl~g~

S<all82

.........

20

20

~

O.Mitd tl MPii'IUft setvb

199) Ern:CTIVENfS S '~t:r.SU~ES
ven~

MiiH ,., C.pll»

3.8S

....

....

· 1,01

Puse. . . Trips per Cll)b

4.53

$,73

•1.20

A....'~Qt Age of Fleet (years)

·~ so

11.60

0.00

Revenue Mic1 BttwMn 1~
Revenue Milts 811wMn Roa«:aas

70,A01

70,401

0

3,018

3,017

Opeta&i411 Expen:M II* c.pa
Opetallng ExpenM per Pasatf'1911' T6p

st.t7

$12.5t

12.20

$2.20

Operaling &»tenM per Rewnue Mile

$2.74

$2.74

04
04

Operatir\g Revti'IUt I * Operating &,ense
Rewnue Mllea per TOUI1 VehiCleS

21.80%

21.81%

..0,01%

31,0$9

30, 1'12

887

RtYenue Hourt per Em~

1,167

1,168

Pa~ T,._ I * Emplojee

.....

2t,07~

·•
,,

A_..
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2t1.20

fate

21.072

so.~•

....sa

..

Lakeland Area Mass Transit District
• ·'l:t

Lakeland Area Mass Transit District (LAMTD) directly operated motomus and demand-response
service, and contracted for van pool service In FY 1994. LAMTD indicated in its advertisement
that all indicators and measures were compiled using data for all three modes, therefore, the
Information presented in Table 16 represents system totals. The advertisement included both
FY 1993 and FY 1994 data. It should be noted, however, that LAMTD reported operating
expense per passenger mile in the advertisement in place of the required operating expense per
revenue mile ratio. The advertisement was published In The Ledger on June 23, 1995.
all the evident discrepancies for the FY 1994 data, it was apparent that LAMTD
published data that, for the most part, came from ita Section 15 report. Among the performance
indicators, only total operating expense, operating revenue, and vehicles operated in maximum
service differed at all from the Section 15 data. The reason for the difference of $3,896 for total
operating expense was not identified; it is possible that LAMTD utilized revised data for this
indicator in its advertisement since it was published more than five months after the completion
of its preliminary Section 15 report. The operating revenue's variance ($319,094) was more
significant than that evidenced for operating expense, and was due to LAMTD reporting its
passenger fare revenue instead of its total operating revenue. The system did not add In
auxiliary transportation revenue or non-transportation revenue, both of which are included In
operating revenue for purposes of the Performance Evaluation Study. The seven-vehicle
discrepancy in the vehicles operated in maximum service indicator was simply due to LAMTD
omitting the peak vehicles for its purchased vanpool service from the total.
Desp~e

Both per-capita effectiveness measures indicated slight variances, but neither were due to the
population portion of their equations. The vehicle miles per capita measure experienced a 0.34
mile discrepancy in the comparison with its corresponding Section 15-derived ratio because
LAMTD used total revenue miles in the calculation instead of the correct indicator. The
negligible discrepancy in the passenger trips per capita measure must have resulted from
rounding error, especially since the published passenger trips figure was identical to the
Section 15 value.
Similar to the case for total operating expense, the discrepancy evident in the average age of
fleet measure could not be explained. The published figure is so close to the age generated
using LAMTD's Section 15 vehicle inventory data, that it is possible that the 0.05 year difference
was caused by rounding error. Likewise, rounding appeared to be the reason for the minimal
difference exhibited by the passenger trips per employee efficiency measure.
The effectiveness measures, revenue miles between incidents and revenue miles between
roadcalls, also indicated variances. For both cases, the revenue miles indicator did not Impact
the discrepancies since H exactly matched the Section 15 revenue miles figure. Instead,
manipulation of LAMTD's published data found that the system utilized different incident and
roadcall totals when calculating the measures. For example, LAMTD used a total of 125
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roadcalls in its calculation of revenue miles between roadcalls Instead of the 155 roadcalls
reported In Section 15. While this particular difference in data seemed to be due to LAMTD
using only roadcalls for mechanical reasons (30 roadcalls for other reasons were not included),
a reason for the difference in incident data (7 incidents used for published ratio versus 5
incidents for Section 15) could not be identified.
As a result of the discrepancies in total operating expense and operating revenue, three of the
published efficiency measures were adversely affected: operating expense per passenger trip,
operating expense per passenger mile, and operating revenue per operating expense. The
variance In total operating expense was so slight that the resulting differences evident in the
related cost measures were also minimal. In fact, the operating expense per passenger trip
measure did not even indicate a difference. However, the relatively large variance evident for
the operating revenue figure produced a more substantial variance in the operating revenue per
operating expense ratio.
The last difference evident among the efficiency measures occurred for the revenue miles per
total vehicles ratio. The published measure (33, 172) was underreported by 3,791 miles; based
on Section 15 data, this ratio should have equalled 36,963. Since the revenue mile figures
matched exactly, it was determined that the difference evolved from the measure's denominator:
total vehicles. LAMTO used a value of 39 total vehicles in its computation, a figure that did not
match any of the vehicle data provided in its Section 15 report. According to the system's
Section 15 Form 406 for each mode, a total of 35 vehicles were available for maximum service.
This is the number that actually should have been used to represent ·~otal vehicles" in this
particular measure. Unfortunately, no reason could be found for the variance in total vehicles.
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Table 16

Lakeland Area Mass Transit District
PUBLISHED

secnoN 15

DIFFEREHCE

Pa$$0n9or Ttip$

1.153..792

1,153,792

0

RC\I9nl.le Miles

1,293,713

1,m,1ts

0

INOICATOR
1994 PERFORJMNCE 11\:0ICATORS

Route Mtes

161.00

161.00

0

Tolal OperstlniJ Elcpen&e

$2,279,652

51,275,656

()oe<ating VehioiO$ Optratecf in Maximum S«vlce

..

$3,696

$467,797

sn s,a&t

-$'319,094

11.76

12.10

-0.3<

Pas$01'1Qer Trips per Capita

10.<48

10...9

.0.01

AV9~ AQe

6 .13

8.18

-4.. .

Revenue Miles BelWttn lncidetKS

184,816

258,743

·73,927

R~e

10.349

8,347

2.002

Operating Elqlense per capila

$:20.72

~0.69

$0.03

Operating Expense per Pa&Mnget Trip

$1.97

$1.97

$0

Operating Expense pe::r Passenger MIG

$0.45

$0.43

$0.02

Operating Revenue per Operstlng Elq:)ense

2(1.00%

3.4. 14%

·1-4.14~--

Revenue Mles per Total Vehicles

33,172

36,963

-.3,791

ReYenuc Hol.l"$ per Employee

1.239

1,2:39

0

Pas&enger Trips per Efn910)<ee

20,734

21,733

23

1994 EH'ECTIVEN E:SS MEASURES

Vehicle Miles pes capita
ol Freet (Year&)

Miln Betwftn Roadcalls

f994 I:FFICIENCV

-7

~.CEASU RES

......

......

Passenger Trips

1,068,385

1,066,365

0

Revenue Mles

1,165,721

1.1«15.721

0

ROUI8 Miles

152.00

152.00

Total Operallng Expense

$1,973,043

$1,t73,043

Operating Revenue
Vehicle& Operated in Maximum Serv.ice

$417,308

,.

Avtfal)e Faro

••

1S9.l PERI-'ORMAI~CE INDICATORS

21

$69&.755

..
0

..

-$279,447

1993 EHECTIVENESS MEASURES
Vet\ic:fe Milt$ pet capi1a

10.60

....

10.83

.0.23

Passenger"Trips per Capita

9.69

Average Age ol Fleet (Years)

5.40

5.18

0~

Rtvcnue Miles Between lntitient:l

f 45,7t5

145,715

0

Revenue Miles Between Roadcall&

4,857

4.8~7

0

Opera&lg &pense per capita
Operati'lg Expense per PasS«~ger Trip

$ 17.93

$ 17.94

$1.65

$ U5

Operating Expense per Pa&Se1'19Cf Mile

$0.38

$0.38

Operating Revenue per Opera&lg Expetlse

35,3 1%

Revenue Miles per Total Vehidts

21.00%
23,314

..••

33,306

·9,992

R.evenue HO\IfS per Emp!Oofee

1,346

1,340

0

Pa»er1$1er Trip& per EmpJoyte

2 1,391

21,387

•

$0.39

$0.39

1~3 EFFICI EN CY 1\I::::ASUR ES

-

AveN~ge

Fare

0

40.0 1

·14.31%

••
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Manatee County Area Transit

Manatee County Area Transit (MCAT) directly operated fixed-route motorbus and demand·
response service during FY 1994. As it did in its last advertisement, MCAT published data for
three fiscal years (1992, 1993, and 1994) in a format that presented a "mishmash" of data for
the individual modes as well as for certain system totals in an extremely confusing way. In order
to facilitate the comparisons and related analysis, the data have been arranged into three tables:
Table 17 presents data for the fixed-route motorbus mode, Table 18 includes data for demand·
response service, and Table 19 illustrates those measures reflecting system totals. The
newspaper advertisement was published in the Bradenton Herald on June 1o, 1995.

It is evident in Table 17 that the published motorbus data, for the most part, were taken from
MCArs FY 1994 Section 15 report. The only discrepancy noted among the performance
Indicators involved operating revenue, which seemed to be the only published nem (regardless
of mode) to come from an altemative source. In MCAT's last advertisement, the only problem
evident wnh this indicator was the distribution of operating funding between the modes. In the
current advertisement, MCAT's total reported operating revenue of $856,676 (combined for
motorbus and demand-response modes) exceeded the FY 1994 total operating revenue of
$794,213 obtained from the system's Section 15 report by $62,463. While no explanation for
this discrepancy could be identified, It manifested itself in the variances evident for both of the
operating revenue figures for the two individual modes. Consequently, it is possible that the
system total difference was the result of MCAT utilizing updated information for its advertisement.
The discrepancy in the motorbus mode's operating revenue figure uHimately affected the
efficiency measure, operating revenue per operating expense, which was underreported by 0.96
percent. The other efficiency measures that differed from Section 15-derived data included
revenue hours per employee, passenger trips per employee, and average fare per passenger
trip. The two employee productivny measures were impacted by MCAT's use of actual person
counts (27 .7) in ns calculations instead of FTEs (28.4). The negligible difference of $0.01 shown
for the average fare measure was probably the result of rounding error. However, given the
discrepancy in operating revenue, it is also possible that a slighUy different (possibly updated)
passenger fare revenue figure was used to make the calculation. Nevertheless, this possibility
could not be substantiated wnh the available data.
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Table 17
Manatee County Area Transit
Data for Fixed-Route Motorbus Service
INDICATOR

PUBLISHED

SECTION 1 5

DIFFERENCE

Pasaenger Trips

6$7,53tt

657,518

0

Re\'o,.,e MilK

527,013

521,013

0

Toto~~

$1,$21,500

$t,Sl1,SOO

$0

Operating ReYenue

$3.47,801

$3$4,662

41&,761

Vctides Ope;rMed in Maximum S.M:e

•

•

0

SU1

$2.31

Operatilg Expense per Rew!llue Mie

$2.80

$2.fi

so
so

Operacing RtYenue per OJl4:ralina

23..00%

23.96%

..0.98%

ReYonue Hours pet Employee

1,130

1,102

Pas&enger Trips per Employee

23,740

.....

1994 PfoH:FORI\IA1-:CE INDICATORS

()pefllting Eiqlenae

1994 EFFICiENCY M(ASURf.S

Operating Expense pot

Ave~

Pauen9et Ttip
Expe~tte

Fare

$0•.40

23.154

...
2$

$0.01

1993 PERrORMA NCE I~{D!CATORS

Pass.enger TriP$

825,817

$2!,887

0

Rewlnue Milss

533.693

533,693

0

Tota1 Operaung ElqleMe
Oporating ...,..,.,.

$ 1,556,949

$1,5$6,944

$5

$296,17$

$342,414

•$46,239

•

•

0

VeNcies Operated In Mal6n'l.lm Service
1993 HFICIENCY ~.!EASURES

Operatt.g Expense per Passenger Trip
Operating Ex:penae per Revenue Mile

......

S2.4i

..

40.01

$2.91

$2.82:

Operating ReYeooe per Operating Expense

18.00%

21.99%

·2.99%

ReYenue Hours per Employee

1,155

1,165

0

Pasaenger Trips per Employee

21,146

21,145

0

Avetage Fare

$0.41

$0,40

$0.01
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Besides the aforementioned problem with operating revenue, there were only two discrepancies
evident in MCATs published demand-response data, as shown in Table 18. The first involved
the operating revenue per operating expense measure, which was solely affected by the
significant variance in the demand-response mode's operating revenue figure. The second
discrepancy occurred in the average fare per passenger trip ratio. This measure was
overreported by $0.64, primarily due to MCAT using operating revenue in the numerator of the
calculation instead of passenger fare revenue. This resuHed in a higher average fare value
($4.07) than that which was derived using MCAT's Section 15 data ($3.43).
Table 18
Manatee County Area Transit
Data for Demand-Response Service
INDICATOR

PUBLISHED

SECTlON 15

Passenger Trip$

12:5,1$4

12$,184

Revenue Miles

533,351

533,351

$1,234,450

$1,23-4,460

Operating ReV1!nue

$506,875

$429,651

Vehicle& Operue<l In Maximum Setvlce

18

18

$9.88

$9.86

$2.31

$2:.31

41.00%

34.&0%

$.4,07

13.43

1!~4

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Total Opettti'lo

~

1994 CFFJCIENCY M EASURES
0~ Expense per Paasenger T,_,

Rev.nut Milt

Opetallng

~ Ptl'

Operating

Rtv•nw pes Operating ~

Average Fare

1~93

PEHFORMANCE

..
....
0

$111.224
0

.....

6.20%

I ~OI CATORS

Pes-Trip$
Revenue Min

11$,12$

t1$,12$

0

468,022

488,022

0

T~l Opet~ting

$1.126,706

$1,12$,106

so

Operating Revenue

S425,57S

$379,338

$46.239

Vehicles Operate<~ In Maxlt!Wm setvlee

18

18

0

$9.70

$1UO

$2.41

$2.41

38.00%

33.87%

4.33%

sue

$3.27

$0.39

Expente

1993 (HICIENCY 1\\E:ASUR ES

Operating Expense per PasaenQH Trip
Operating Ekpet\St
Oper~

per ~ut We

Revenue per Operating Expense

A~FJre
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0

..
so

Table 19, which includes data for MCAT's motorbus and demand-response services combined,
provides further evidence that the system mostly relied on ~s Section 15 data to generate the
information for its advertisement. Analysis of the system total indicators and measures
discovered only two minor variances among ·tl:l&.data. First, the figure published for average age
ofthe vehicle fleet exceeded the value calculated from MCAT's Section 15 report by 0.35 years.
Acx:ording to Section 15 system total data, the average fleet age should have equalled 5.32
years, but it was reported instead as 5.67 years. Manipulation of the vehicle age data for
MCAT's two modes could not replicate the published figure; therefore, no reason for the age
discrepancy could be identified.
Second, and lastly, the reported operating expense per cap~a ratio differed from its Section 15
counterpart by $0.01. Since no variances were evident in the other two system total per-cap~a
measures (vehicle miles per capita and passenger trips per capita) or in either mode's total
operating expense data, it Is believed that this negligible difference resulted from rounding error.
Table 19
Manatee County Area Transit
Data for System Total Service (Motorbus and Demand-Response)
INDICATOR

PUBUSHEO

SECTION 15

DFFERENCE

19\,.306

191.3'06

0

19"9·1 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Garons Diesel Fuel consumed

4.84

....

0

3A3

3A3

0

5.67

5.3:1

0.35

Rewnue Miles Between lnct:tents

530,1~

530,182

0

Revenue Mftes Bet-Neen Roeode&lls

3.368

3,366

0

Operating Expense per Capita

$12.08

$12.07

SO.Of

Revenue Mile$ per Total Vehicle$

28,658

28,668

0

1934 EfFECTIVENESS fAEASURES

Vel-kle Mile$ per C.pil>
Passenge~

nips per Capita

A""- Ago of Fleet (year<)
1~94

EFFICIENCY

~.rEASURES

1993 PERFORIM NCE INDICATORS

0

168.033
1$93 EFFECTIVEN ESS 1'1\EASURE$

Vetricle Miles per Cape&a

4.87

·US

-<>.06

Pamnger T{(l$ pet capita

3.33

3.33

0

Average Age ol Fleet (Years)

5.90

5.$4

.....

Rovenuc Milos Betwetn lneidents

33U05

333,905

0

Reven~~e Mile$

2,912

2.$12

0

Operating Expense Pet Capita

$12.03

$12.03

$0

Revenue Mllea por Total VeNde$

27,073

Z1.073

0

Between Roadcalla

1S$3 EFFI CIENCY M EASURES
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Smyrna Transit System
Under contract to VOTRAN, Smyma Transit System (STS) directly operated motorbus service
in New Smyma Beach during FY 19g4. The indicators and measures that STS published in its
newspaper advertisement are presented in Table 20, along with corresponding Section 15 data.
STS chose to report information for its motorbus mode for three fiscal years: 1992, 1993, and
1994. However, only the FY 1993 and FY 1994 data are included in the table. The
advertisement appeared in The Observer (exact date was unavailable).
STS elected to publish population figures for the three fiScal years although these data were not
required for purposes of the advertisement. Unfortunately, the data that were published were
representative of the city population of New Smyma Beach instead of STS's service area
population. As a result, the reported FY 1994 population (17,989) exceeded the Section 15
value (17,481) by 508 persons. This difference, in tum, had an impact on STS's three published
per-capita measures: vehicle miles per capita, passenger trips per capita, and operating
expense per capita.
In addition to the influence of the population variable, the vehicle miles per capita measure was
also affected by STS's use of an incorrect mileage figure in the calculation. Rather than utilize
total vehicle miles to compute the ratio, STS chose to use "scheduled vehicle revenue miles"
instead. This indicator, which is also reported in Section 15 on Form 406, is the mileage that
a system computes directly from its schedules (excluding any service interruptions or special
additional services); it does not represent total revenue miles actually provided. Unfortunately,
this particular indicator was also the reason for the discrepancies in one of the performance
indicators and two other effectiveness measures besides the vehicle miles per capita ratio.
The performance indicator affected by STS's use of scheduled vehicle revenue mile data was
route mileage. According to Section 15 information, STS's route miles should have equalled
40.0; however, STS reported 70,280 miles instead. As for the two effectiveness measures, both
revenue miles between incidents and revenue miles between roadcalls differed from their
corresponding Section 15 data because of the use of scheduled rather than actual revenue miles
in the calculation of the ratios. Additionally, the revenue miles between incidents ratio was
further Influenced by a variance in the incident data. It was determined that STS's calculation
utilized three incidents, whereas the Section 15 data indicated that four should have been used.
No explanation was found for this particular discrepancy.
The largest discrepancy evident among the data involved operating revenue, which was
published as $174,811 . Section 15 data showed that this indicator should have equalled
$250,74g. It appears that since STS's total operating funding exceeded the system's total
operating expense of $174,811, STS chose to publish an operating revenue figure Identical to
that for total operating expense in order to demonstrate 100 percent cost recovery. As a resun
of this discrepancy, the published operating revenue per operating expense ratio also differed
significantly from that derived using the Section 15 data.
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The average age of the motorbus fleet published by STS also exhibited a significant variance
in comparison to Section 15 data. The reported average age figure of 2.0 years was 9.67 years
less than that calculated using Section 15 vehicle inventory information. Analysis of the vehicle
inventory data did not identity any potenti~.rea$~ns. for this difference, nor could the published
data.
average age value be reproduced using Seciicin

1S

In addition, differences were noted in both employee productiv~y measures, revenue hours per
employee and passenger trips per employee. Based on the published values for these two
measures, It was determined that STS used total actual employees (6.0) in its calculations. For
purposes of the Performance Evaluation Study, full-time equivalents (4.9 FTEs, as reported in
STS's Section 15 report) should have been utilized instead.
Finally, the figure reported In the newspaper advertisement for average fare per passenger trip
was $0.50. Using the Section 15 values for passenger fare revenue and passenger trips for
directly-operated motorbus service· generated an average fare of $0.48. While It was not clear
how the $0.50 average fare was actually determined, II is possible that the passenger fare
revenue figure used to calculate the published measure differed slightly from the Section 15
data. However, it is also possible that the slight $0.02 difference was simply the result of
rounding error.
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Table 20
Smyrna Transi t System
INDJCATOR

PUBLISHS>

KCT10H 15

OlfFERENCE

17,98~

17,A81

soa

Pas.senger T~

2$,727

26,727

0

Revenue Mllels

64,020

64.020

0

70.280.00

40,00

rJa

To«al Opera11ng Expense

$174.811

$174,811

so

Operating ReYe~"We

$174,811

S250,749

-$7$,938

Vehic::aH ()petaled: in Maxi'num SorvQ

2

2

0

v.tlide MU.S pet ~

3 .90

4.19

..0,2$

Pa&&enQer Trip& per CapU

1.SO

1.53

-O.Ol

A~ AQe Of

2.00

11.67

·9.67

23,427

16,005

7,422

7,028

6'.-\02

1994 PER FORMANCE INDICATORS

""'""'"""
....,._,
1 9~4

EFFECTIVENESS 111EASURES

F1eet (YeatS}

Revenue Miles Between fnCQen\s
1994 EFFICIENCY MEASURES

$10.00

....
.
.
so

$2.13

so

143.44%

~.44%

32,0 10

0

.,.

....
...

4,455

5,4$4

$0.50

$0.48

S0.02

PopW.tioo

17,231

17.231

0

Passe.,- Trips
Revenue t.lh&

2$,859

2S.859

0

&3,373

83,3 73

0

ROIMMit$

65,260.00

$5.00

65,205.00

Total Operalklg Expense

$1$9,578

$ 199,578

so

09efating Revenue

$1919,578

$13,331

$ 186,247

Vehicles Opera*l in Maximum Setvioe

2

2

0

Vehlcie Wes per Capjla

uo

U9

0.01

Pa&&enge~ T~

1.50

1.50

0

AveraQe Ava ol Fleet (yeart)

1.00

10.67

·9.87

ReYef\Uit Miles Between lneldents

&3,373

83,373

0

6,526

&.337

189

()pe<.Ung ex...,.. pe< Capi1a

$ 11.58

st1.68

so

~1'19 E)pens.e

$7.72

$7.72

Operating f)(pense pet ReYenue Mile

$3.15

U .15

so
so

Operating Revenue per Opertl)ng f)(pens.e

100.00%

6.68%

93.32%

Revenue Miles per Total Vehicle&

31.687

3 1,887

0

Rtvtnuoe H01.1rs pet Empbyee

7 17

05$

·239

P8SMf'l9er T~ per ~ee

3,694

6,151

-2.~3

Avet'898 Fare

$0.<49

$0.52

-$0,03

Ope,.-ting

~te per

C•pitt

Operating Expenae per Pa&.M:nger Trip

Optrating EXpense per Rt\lenue Milt
Operating

~

pet Opet11ing EXpense

Rt'ttf'!Ue Mill$ per Total Vetlidel

Revenue Hour& per Emp1oyte
~ TripS pet Ef11>10Yee
A~Fn

.....
$9.72

S2.7S
100.00%
32,010

....
-152

1993 PERFORMAP<CE INDICATORS

1993

E~ FECTIVEN ESS

M.EASURES

pet Capita

1993 EFFICIENCY r.1EASURES
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Pasco County Public Transportation Service

~·

Table 21 presents the FY 1994 data that were published in Pasco County Public Transportation
Service's (PPTS) newspaper advertisement. Contrary to the established requirements, PPTS
did not publish FY 1993 figures; the FY 1993 data in the table were taken from PPTS's previous
advertisement. PPTS directly operated demand-response service and began contracting for
additional demand-response service during the 1994 fiscal year.
Unfortunately, the
advertisement was not clear about which inode(~j;~ere included for each indicator and measure.
II was assumed that the reported data were representative of system totals. The advertisement
appeared in the Pasco Times on November 6, 1995.
For the most part, the published data appeared to be based on PPTS's FY 1994 Section 15
data. However, two of the primary perfonnance indicators could not be reconciled with their
Section 15 counterparts: passenger trips and revenue miles. In the case of passenger trips, the
published value (87,740) exceeded the Section 15-based system total f~gure (86,028 trips for
directly-operated and purchased demand-response service combined) by 1,712trips. The only
possible explanation for this difference is that PPTS utilized revised ridership data in its
advertisement. The noted discrepancy in revenue miles, on the other hand, may have simply
been the result of a typographical error (i.e., transposnion of numbers). Section 15 data
indicated a revenue mile figure of 360,240; PPTS's reported number was published as 360,420.
The discrepancies evident in these two indicators, then, impacted several measures: passenger
trips per capita, revenue miles between roadcalls, operating expense per passenger trip, and
operating expense per revenue mile. It should be noted that the revenue miles between
incidents measure probably would have been affected also; however, PPTS did not report a
value for this ratio due to a lack of reportable incidents. This claim, though, was not supported
by the system's Section 15 report which indicated a total of four incidents.
The largest difference evident in the table involved operating revenue, which was published as
$776,451. Analysis detennlned that the variance in this indicator was due to PPTS including
federal, state, and local subsidies in its reported operating revenue figure, which should have
been reported as $348,197. It has been discussed previously that operating revenue, as
collected for the Pertonnance Evaluation Study, does not include these subsidies. As a result
of this inflated operating revenue, the published operating revenue per operating expense
measure also differed significantly from its Section 15 cohort.
The final variance noted among the perfonnance indicators involved the number of vehicles
operated in maximum service. The published value for this indicator (16) fell one vehicle short
of the number generated from PPTS's Section 15 report (17). This relatively small discrepancy
occurred because PPTS only reported peak vehicles for ~s directly-operated demand-response
mode in the advertisement. Since all of PPTS's other perfonnance indicators appeared to be
system total figures, the purchased demand-response mode's one peak vehicle should have
been included for this particular nem.
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Similarly, PPTS's vehicle miles per capita measure also experienced a discrepancy due to the
exclusion of purchased demand-response data. The reported measure was calculated using
vehicle mile data for the directly-operated mode only, resulting in a value of 2.1 0 miles per
person. If the purchased service's vehicle mile data had been Included, the ratio would have
been correctly reported as 2.24 miles per person.
Another effectiveness measure that differed from Section 15 data was the published average age
of the vehicle fleet. According to Section 15 system total data, the average fleet age should
have equalled 3.00 years, but it was reported instead as 5.10 years. Manipulation of age data
from PPTS's vehicle inventory forms for the two modes could not replicate the published figure;
therefore, no reason for the age discrepancy could be identified.
For the revenue miles per total vehicles measure, the variance between published and Section
15 data was related to the use of a different '1otal vehicles" definition. In the Performance
Evaluation Study, the '1otal vehicles" alluded to In this ratio has always referred to the total
number of vehicles available for maximum service (as reported by systems on Form 406 of the
Section 15 report). For PPTS, this number equalled 24 vehicles in FY 1994 for both of its modes
combined. However, to calculate this measure's reported value, PPTS utilized the number of
vehicles in its '1otal" fleet (30) from its Revenue Vehicle Inventory form (Form 408) for the
directly-operated mode only. This figure, as mentioned previously, often includes vehicles that
are not necessarily available for maximum service.
In addition, both of the employee productivity measures (revenue hours per employee and
passenger trips per employee) were overreported in the advertisement. It was found that PPTS
used its actual person count information (24.3) in the calculation ofthese ratios, rather than total
FTEs (23.8). Also contributing to the larger discrepancy evident in the revenue hours per
employee measure was PPTS's use of a revenue hour figure of 32,530. This value for revenue
hours far exceeded the system total data reported for Section 15 purposes (21,745 revenue
hours), and it did not appear to match any of PPTS's other operating statistics. An explanation
for this significant difference in revenue hours could not be identified.
Lastly, PPTS reported an average fare per passenger trip ratio of $0.32. Based on Section 15
data for directly-operated demand-response service, an average fare of $0.13 was calculated.
(Purchased demand-response service was not included in the calculation of this measure since
no fares were collected by the purchased provider.) How the $0.32 average fare was actually
determined could not be ascertained from the available data. Therefore, It can only be
conjectured that this significant variance was probably the resuH of inconsistent fare revenue
data.
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Table 21
Pasco County Public Transportation Service
INDICATOR

PUBLISHED

SECTION iS

DIFFERENCE

Passenger TriPs

87,7<40

88,028

1,712

Re....,uo Miles
Route Mr.es

360,-420

360.240

180

n/a

n/8

nla

. $778,451

ms.4S1

so

Opeming Revenue

snG,4$1

$348,197

$428,254

Vehieles Operated in Mexmum Setviee

16

17

·1

Vohielo Mil8& pw ~Ita

2.10

2.24

-o.t4

Passenger Trips per C;~pla

oA · ,..

0.44

0.02

A-e ~· or Floet (yea<>)

...

3.00

2.10

t~?<$

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Total Operalfng Expense

t<J94 EFFECTIVENESS ri\I:ASURES

Revenue MHes BelWHn lneidene$

5.10

90.080

...

t 1.62$

11,621

•

$3,99

$3.99

$()

Operalilg Expense per Passenger T!\'1

IUS

$9.03

40.18

Operatilg Expense per Re'lenue Mile

~.15

$2.16

40.01

Operatklg Revenue per Operating ExPt~Me

100.00%

44,84%

55.16%

ReWnue MJes per Total Vehicles

12,014

Revenue Hour$ per Employee

1,339

.,.

Pas:sen.ger Trip$ per Emp~

3,611

3,615

Averaae Fare

$0.32

$0.13

$0.19

Pa$$enger T~s
RoYoM.!t Milt$

35,878

35,878

0

121,370

121.370

0

Rou&eMiea

T04al Operating expen-.

""

$255,618

""

""

Operating Reveooe

$2$5,618

$37,989

Reverwe Miles Between Roadealls
199-4 EFFICIENCY MF.A$Uf'{E$

OperMing Expen&e per Capita

15,010

-2,99$

..

<2$

f993 PERFORU!ANCE INOlCATORS

$255,618

$()

U17,649

•

•

0

Veliele MilOS pot Capita

0.73

0.73

0

Passenger Trrps per Copill

0.18

0.18

0

Awra~ AQe of Fleet (Years}

3 .00

2.00

1

ReYenue Miles Between In~

""'

30,343

15,171

15,171

""'

Opora&tg Expense per Capita;

$1.31

$1.31

so

OpetMing ExJ)Iense per Pa$$enger Tttp

$7.12

$7.12

$0

Opwatilg Expense per Revei'M! Mile

$2.11

S2.1i

so

Operating Revenue per Operali'lg Expense

100.00%

14.85%

85.15%

Revtnuo Miles per Total VOI'Iieles

24,27.4

15.171

$1,103

Rewwwe Hotn per EmpiO'Jee

$00

881

19

Passenger Trips per EfnJlOOYee

4,322

4,?31

91

Aven~ge

$1.06

$1.06

$0

VehioiN Operated in Maximum Service
1993 EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES

ReV«<ue Mles Between Roadcalls

0

1993 EFFICti:NCY MEASURES

Fare
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Key West Department of Transportation
Key West Department of Transportation (KWDOn operated fixed-route motorbus service
throughout Key West and Stock Island during the 1994 fiscal year. As required, KWDOT
published data for both FY 1993 and FY 1994 in a newspaper advertisement that appeared in
The Citizen on April 3, 1995. The published and corresponding Section 15 data for both fiscal
years are presented in Table 22. Analysis of the reponed information for FY 1994 showed that
the data did indeed come from KWDOT's Section 15 report for that fiscal year.
The first discrepancy evident among the published performance indicators involved route miles,
which was found to have been underreported by 0.60 miles. This slight difference was probably
the resuH of rounding since KWDOT published this indicator as "27 ,"without including any tenths
of miles. Similarly. rounding and the abbreviated use of decimal places also affected the
passenger trips per capita measure, which differed from the Section 15~erived value for this
ratio by 0.01 . With no discrepancies evident for either passenger trips or service area
population, KWDOT reported this effectiveness measure as "8.3" in its advertisement, while the
Section 15 figure equalled 8.29.
The two financial performance indicators, total operating expense and operating revenue, also
indicated differences when compared wijh the Section 15 data. Total operating expense was
reported as $703,393, which turned out to be exactly $1,000 greater than the Section 15 value.
It did not appear that KWDOT made any revisions to its data prior to publication, so this relatively
small variance may have been the result of a typographical error. Otherwise, no other
explanation could be identified. As for operating revenue. it was determined that the $6,928
difference in this indicator exactly matched the amount of dedicated gasoline tax revenue that
KWDOT received during FY 1994. For purposes of the Performance Evaluation Study, all funds
dedicated to transit at their source (e.g., property taxes, sales taxes, gasoline taxes, tolls, etc.)
have been included as part of a system's local subsidy rather than as operating revenues. The
differences in these two indicators, in tum, influenced the variances noted in the following related
measures: operating expense per cap~a. operating expense per revenue mile, and operating
revenue per operating expense.
The difference between the average age of the fleet reported In the advertisement and that
calculated using Section 15 vehicle inventory data was 0.50 years. Similar to some of the
systems discussed previously, KWDOT calculated average age for ~s '1otal" fleet (all vehicles
in fleet including emergency contingency vehicles), instead of calculating it for only the "active"
fleet vehicles (excluding emergency contingency vehicles). This method of computing average
age resuHed in a value of 2.90 years (which KWDOT apparently rounded up to "3" years for its
advertisement); whereas, the more correct average age for the "active" fleet was 2.50 years.
In the case of revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee, these measures
were both overreported somewhat significantly. Manipulation of the data found that KWDOT
utilized total actual employees (11.0) instead of total FTEs (13.2) to calculate these ratios.
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Table 22
Key West Department of Transportation
INOtcATOR
1994

PE.I~FOR MANCE

PUBLISHED

SECTtoN 16

DIFFER.I!NCE

269,32.9

0

INDICATORS

.-

PasMnQW Trips

:·..: .28e;~s :·.

RewnueMres

1V1.303

1$1,303

0

Route Miles

27.00

27.60

-0.60

Total Opet'8tt'lg Expense

$703,393

$702,393

$1,000

Operaling Revenue

$17-4.681

$161.753

S6,926

Vehlele$ Opctalled in

M;t;~tlmwn

Service

~ 99·1 EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES

•

•

0

Vehicle Milt$ per Capita

6.00

6.00

0

Patsanger Tf\)6 per Capila

8.30

8.29

0.01

Average Age Cl Fleet (yeata)

3.00

2.50

0.50

Revenue M~ea Between kl.oi:leru

47.828

0

ROVCOU$ Mile& Between Roadcalt$

2,305

•7.&26
2,305

199 ~

HF tC!F.NCY folF.A.SURF.S

0

..

Operating Expense per CaP&a

$21.68

$21.63

Operating Expenae per Pa&Seflger Trip

$2.61

$2.81

()pera:Ung Expense per Revenue Milt
Oponlti,.g RC'o'e!We per Opera~ng Expense

$U8

$3.67

25.00%

23.88%

1.12%

Revenue Mile$ per Total Vetlidts

17,391

17.391

0

Ro¥enoe Hours per Employee

1,197

997

200

Passenger nips per Elq)loyee

24At-1

.....

.....

PaS$Ongtl' Trips

238,300

238,309

Revenue Wes

176,400

175,446

.••..

ROUl* MilO$

27.00

27.50

.0.50

Total Operjting Elc¥ltMO
Operating Revenue

$674,300

$$74,209

$1

$185.,900

$185,867

$33

•

•

0

Vehicle Miles per Capila

5.50

SA8

0.0<1

PA:$Stn!ftl' Trip;& per Capita

7.80

7.34

.0.04

AV$1aQe A98 of Fleet (year&)
Re..,.nut Ules BetwMn Incidents
Revenut Mlos Between RoadeaiiS

2.00

1.91

0 .08

Average Fare

20.388

$0.0)

00.01

..

4,096

1993 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Vehldea Operated In Maximum SeMce
159J. EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES

17S,400

t75,44$

....

11,000

5,317

5,6$3

OpemjniJ ExpeMe per Capita

$20.75

$20,77

40.02

Operalfng Expense per Passenger Trip

$2.82

$2.83

-$0.01

Operating Expense per Revenue Mle

$$.84

03.84

so

Opersttng Revenue per Operatlflg Expense

25.00%

24.60%

o.....

Revtnue MiltS per Total Vehielet
Revenue Hours per Emptlyee
PaS.Sef198t Trips per Employee

16,(100

1.046

Average f8te

$0.!16

1993 l!HIC!E::NCY M EASURES

20,000

...

15,950

.....

17,918

50
10<1

.

2.082
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Space Coast Area Transit (Brevard County)
During the 1994 fiscal year, Space Coast Area Transit (SCAT) directly operated motorbus and
demand-response service, and contracted for demand-response and vanpool service In Brevard
County. Table 23 illustrates the data that SCAT reported In its newspaper advertisement, which
included, as required, FY 1993 and FY 1994 information. The system's published advertisement
appeared in Florida Today News on May 4, 1995. SCAT reported system total data for all
indicators and measures except where noted.
Although a few discrepancies resulted from data revisions that occurred after publication of the
advertisement, It was evident that SCAT's FY 1994 Section 15 report was the source for its
reported data. One performance indicator that differed from Section 15 data because of updated
information was revenue miles. SCAT published a system total of 3,826,167 revenue miles In
its advertisement. However, the system's purchased demand-response revenue mileage later
changed from 1,278,096 to 1,282,956 miles, thereby causing the 4,860 mile difference shown
for system total revenue miles. This discrepancy is the reason for the variance in the operating
expense per revenue mile measure, and is partly to blame for the difference in the revenue miles
per total vehicles measure.
Also impacting the revenue miles per total vehicles measure was SCAT's use of a different value
for total vehicles. According to SCAT's updated Section 15 data, the number of vehicles
available for system total service equalled 162. SCAT's calculation. however, utilized 160 total
vehicles. Similar to the case for the revenue mile data, the two-vehicle difference resulted from
purchased demand-response information being updated after publication of the advertisement.
SCAT's preliminary Section 15 data, upon which the advertisement was apparently based,
indicated 28 vehicles available for purchased demand-response service. Sometime after
publishing its data, SCAT revised this total to 30 vehicles.
This revision of purchased demand-response vehicle data was also evident in the vehicles
operated in maximum service indicator. The 16-vehicle variance shown for this item was partly
due to SCAT also revising its number of vehicles operated in maximum service for this particular
mode from 28 to 30 vehicles. The remaining difference of 14 vehicles resulted from SCAT not
including the peak vehicles for its directly-operated motorbus service. Since SCAT used the
same fleet of vehicles to provide its demand-response and motorbus service, some confusion
may have resulted as to which vehicles should have been reported in the published figure.
Another performance indicator exhibiting a variance was operating revenue, which SCAT
published as $5,554,947. According to Section 15 data, this figure should have equalled
$915,463. The significant discrepancy between these two values occurred due to SCAT
including federal, state, and local subsidies in its operating revenue total. Again, it has been
mentioned previously that operating revenue, as collected for the Performance Evaluation Study,
should not include these subsidies. As a result of this difference, the operating revenue per
operating expense ratio also demonstrated a significant variance.
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Among the effectiveness measures, three of the published ratios differed from their
corresponding Section 15 measures by varying amounts: vehicle miles per capita, average age,
and revenue miles between incidents. The vehicle miles per capita measure was underreported
by 1.00. This variance resulted from SCArs use of revenue miles instead of vehicle miles to
calculate this ratio. The reported average ·agti"6i SCAt•s vehicle fleet exceeded the Section 15derived value by 0.09 years. Manipulation of age data from the system's vehicle Inventory forms
for its modes could not replicate the published figure; therefore, no reason for this relatively small
difference could be identified. The ratio, revenue miles between incidents, showed the largest
discrepancy of the three measures (162,904). It was determined that this significant difference
resulted from revisions to SCArs incident data for the two directly-operated modes included in
the calculation. SCAT used a total of 36 incidents in Its computation of the ratio; the revised
Section 15 data indicated that the two modes only experienced 5 incidents combined.
Rounding was found to have played a role in the variance of one of the cost efficiency measures.
The ratio, operating expense per passenger trip, differed from Its corresponding Section 15 ratio
by $0.01. Since the published system totals for passenger trips and operating expense were
Identical to the Section 15 data for these indicators, rounding error was found to be the only
possible explanation for the negligible difference.
The two labor productivity ratios among SCAT's efficiency measures, revenue hours per
employee and passenger trips per employee, were overreported rather significantly in the
system's advertisement. From the published data, it was determined that SCAT utilized actual
person count data (46.9) in Its computations, rather than the 55.3 FTEs that were Indicated In
the system's Section 15 report. Further affecting the discrepancy in the revenue hours per
employee measure was the fact that SCAT's revenue hour data also experienced revisions after
publication of the advertisement, specifically for the directly-operated and purchased demandresponse modes.
The final variance noted among the efficiency measures was for the average fare per passenger
trip ratio, which was published as $0.54. A notation In SCAT's advertisement indicated that this
particular measure included "fixed route only," which was interpreted to mean that only directlyopera~ed motorbus data were utilized in the calculation. Therefore, Section 15 data for SCAT's
motorbus mode were used to calculate an average fare value, the result of which was $0.83.
Since no discrepancies were evident in the passenger trip data, the difference must have been
caused by the passenger fare revenue figure used in the calculation. It is believed that the total
passenger fare revenue for directly-operated service reported on Form 203 of SCAT's Section
15 report included collected fare revenue for both the motorbus and demand-response modes.
SCAT probably utilized an appropriate fare revenue value in its calculation that included only its
motorbus mode. However, this breakdown was not available in the Section 15 report, thereby
causing the Section 15-based average fare ratio to be much higher.
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Table 23
Space Coast Area Transit (Brevard County)
PUBUSHED

SECTION 15

DIFFERENCE

Populltion

<137,740

<137,740

0

PaN•ngetT~

788,790

788.799

0

....,.._,

R......,.Mileo

3.,826,167

3,$31,027

..4,860

412.00

4 12.00

0

T~l

$5,385,852

$5,385,852

so

$5,554,947

$$15,4$3

54,&39.484

128

1..

-18

uo

uo

~1.00

1.80

1.80

0

3.11

3.02

0.00

Revtnue Miles Between lneiden&:

2$,275

169,179

·1&2..904

Re·ftnue Mles Between Roedeaus'

13.10~

1!,709

0

o,...q Expense "" c.p11a

$12.30

$12.30

so

Operating ExpenM per Po~J~~Uef'l9tl' Trip

$6.82

$8.83

$1,45

$ 1...41

.....

0penrtl"'9 Revenue pet operamg Expense

103.10%

17,00%

R....eooe MUM per To&al Venieles

23.913

INDJCATOR
t 994 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Operating EXpense

OJ>e~

Re\ler'Ml
Vehlcias ()petaled il Maxirm.m Service
1994 EHCCTIVENESS MEASURES

Vehicle Uilea per Capita
Pusenger ~ per Capila
Avetege

199~

A1Je Of Fleet ('years)

EFFICIENCY MFASURES

ExP81\M per Re....,ue Mil8

~

.....

2U48

.$0, 0 1

86.10'%
265

591

ReYenue HCKn pet' Employee

4.037

Passenger Trips per Employee

16,819

14.2$4

2,655

Average F.,.'

S0.54

$0.83

·S0.29

......tallcft

427,0SO

417.740

9,290

PasNnoet Trips

753,580

7$3,$80

0

R.evenut MAe$

3.,495,3 08

3,49$,308

0

Routt Mile$

477.00

4·n .oo

0

Total Operating Expenae

$4,383,367

$4,379,5$5

U,8t2

~.205.210

sn~.181

$3,426,043

117

128

_,

Vehicle Mile$ pet Capita

a.zo

9.2 t

· 1.01

Paa&en(lef Trips per Capita

1.80

1.80

0

AYMQe AQe Of Fi&et {Years}

3.12

2.94

0.18

199l PI::RrORMA~CE: INDICATORS

Opetatitlg
Vttlido$

R.e-ttt~ue

Os>tr.IO<I in Malli'num Service

1'J'J3 EFFECTIVU~ESS MEASURES

lnciclentJ1

8\.959

139.4$7

·57,498

20.364

27,891

-1,537

Operstilg Expense per CaJ)ila

$10.26

$10-48

-10.22

Operetrng Expense per Pau enger Trip

$0.0 1

Openting Exfpe:Me per Revenue Mile

.....

$ Ut

sus

·SO.OS

Operatilg Revenue PH Operating Expense

95.90%

17.79%

7$.1 1%

Revenue Miles per Total VetkiH

29,874

24,968

4.908

Rewnue Hours pee ~"

4,23t

3,731

~

Pastanget Trips per Empbfee

19.676

17,318

2.358

S0.38

$0.23

Revenue MiJea Bet-Neen

Revenue Miles Between R08dca1S•
1993 EFFICIENCY MEASURES

Avtr•
1

l
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Faret

$5.82

$0.$9

inclucSH direeOf.operated fe(ecl-route II"'ItorbU$ service dati ooly
incluctes diredt(-operat:ed ftltecH'otlte rnotort1u$ Jnd cletn81\Ckeaponse aerviot dfUI «<ly
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To detail the. Florida Department of Transportation Public Transit
Office's administration and management of the state Public
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DEFINITIONS:
Community Transportation Coordinator - A transportation entity so
designated·by the Florida Transportation Disadvantaged
Commission, as provided for in Chapter 427 Florida statutes and
Rule Chapter 41-2, to serve the transportation disadvantaged
.. population in a designated service area.
·:

centr-al Office - For the purposes of this procedure, the
Department of Transportation, Public Transit Office and{or staff.
District Office - For the purposes of th i s procedure, the
Department of Transportation, District public transportation
office and{or staff.
Eligible Transit Capital Cost - Any costs that would be defined
as capital costs by the Federal Transit Administration.
Eligible Transit operating Costs - The total administrative,
management, and operation costs directly incident to the
provision of public bus transit services, excluding any
depreciation or amortization of capital assets, and costs for
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labor, wages and fringe benefits. This means that any operating
expense properly coded to expense object classes 503, 504, 505,
506 507, 508, 509, 511, 512, or 530 in FTA's Uniform system of
Accounts and Records and Reporting (Section 15) System is an
eligible transit operating cost.
Front End Funding - Funding disbursement method whereby a local
grant recipient incurs eligible expenses to which state block
g rant funds are first applied and the required local share is
applied only after state funds have been drawn down.
Joint Participation Agreement (JPA) - A contract between the
Department of Transportation and a .local sponsor of a
transportation project, defining a project and the Department's
parti~ipation (Form 801-01).

.

~

. ..... .

'

Local Gove rnment Comprehensive Plan - A document found to be in
compliance with Chapter 163 F.S. and Ru l e Chapter 9J-5 by the
Department of community Affairs.
Local Revenue Sources - The sum of money received from local
government entities to assist in paying transit operation costs,
including tax funds, and revenue earned from fare box receipts,
charter service,· contract service, express service and nontransportation activities.
Local Tax Revenue - Local .tax revenues are thos~ revenues wh ich
are made available for operating expenses and are derived from
local taxes., whether the taxes are collected by the public . ..
transit provider directly or not. Specifically those revenues
properly coded· to revenue. object classes 408 and 409 in the
Section 15 Report are local tax revenues.
Public Transit - The transporting of people by conveyances or
systems of conveyances, traveling on land or water, local or
regional in nature, and available for use by the public. Public
transit systems may be either government owned or privately
owned. Public transit specifically includes those forms of
transportation commonly known a s "paratransit" characterized by
their nonscheduled, non-fixed route nature.
Public Transit Provi der - A public agency providing public
transit service, including rail authorities created in chapter
343 Florida Statutes.
Public Transit Service Development Project - A project to test a
new or innovative technique or measure to improve or expand
public transit services as defined in the Public Transit Service
Development Program Procedure, 725-030-005.
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section 15 Report - A report submitted to the Federal Transit
Administration in accordance with the uniform System of Accounts
and Reports prescribed by section 15 of the Federal Transit Act.
This report is one basis for the allocation of block grant funds
and the uniform accounts therein are used to validate the lawful
use of funds.

...

"Section 9 11 Provider - A public transit provider eligible to
receive funds from the Federal Transit Administration's Section 9
program for the purpose of providing public transportation in
their service area. section 9 funds may be granted to public
agencies in urbanized areas of 50,000 population or more, and so
. designated by the u.s. Bureau of the census. such an agency
becomes eligible to receive block grant funds when the annual
element of its Transportation I mprovement Program contains a
block grant project .
"Section 18 11 Provider - An agency rece~v~ng funds from the
Federal Transit Administration's Section 18 program for the
purpose of providing public transportation outside an urbanized
' area. For the purposes of this procedure, the term "Section 18"
Provider does not include any community Transportation
coordinators.
Supplant -To take the place of, to supersede. To use block
grant program funds in place of local tax revenues made ava i lable
for an .eligible public transit provider for ope·rations i n the
previous year. such use would result in the block grant a~Tard to
the public transit operator being reduced by the amount of
supplanted .local funds.
Transit corridor Project - A project to relieve congestion and
improve capacity within a transportation corri dor as defined in
the Trans it Corridor Program Procedure, 725-030-003.
Trans'it Development Plan - A Transit Development Plan (TOP) i s a
locally adopted document, address i ng a minimum five year time
frame. Preparation of the TOP is the respons i bility of the
public transit provider, in cooperation with the appropriate
Metropolitan Planning organizati on. It is consistent with the
applicable approved local government comprehensive p l an and wi th
the appropriate comprehensive (long range) ·transport ati on plan
and supports the Transportation Improvement Program. The TOP
includes an assessment o f the need for transit services in the
local area, identifies the loca l t r ans i t po licies, existing
services and proposed service improvements, capital and operating
costs of the proposed services , existing and proposed sources of
funding and a staged i mplementat ion plan. A TOP is updated
annually.
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Transportation Improvement ·Program (TIP) -The result of a
continuing, cooperat i ve and comprehensive p lanning process which
delineates transportation improvements recommended for federal
and state funding during the program period. The TIP is
submitted to the Department per the requirements of Chapter 339
F.S.
BACKGROUND:

The block grant program was enacted by the Florida Legislature to
provide a stable source of.. funding for public transit. Funds are
to be awarded to those public transit providers eligible to
receive funding from the Federal Transit Administration's
Sections 9 and 18 programs and to community Transportation
coordinators (see definitions) . The Department of Transportation
will distribute 85% of the funds to sect ion 9 providers and to
section 18 providers who are not Community Transportation
Coordinators via this procedure. The Florida Transportat ion
Disadvantaged Commission will distribute 15% of the funds to
·community Transportati on Coordinators according to their own
procedures.
The block grant funds may be used for elig·i ble capital and
operating costs ·o f public transit providers. Funds may also be
used for transit service development and trans it corridor
projects. Projects shall be consistent with applicable approved
local government comprehensive p lans. State participation is
limited to 50% of the nonfederal share of capital projects. Up
to 50% of eligible operating costs can be paid with program
funds, or an amount equal to the total revenue, excluding
farebox, charter, and advertising revenue and federal funds,
received by the provider for operating costs, whichever amount is
less. Local tax revenues made available for operating costs
shall not be supplanted by block grant funds.
PROCEDURE:

(1)

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT:
(a)

The Central Office is responsible for distributing
tables allocating funds to the District Offices and
eligible public transit providers each year. The
tables will be sent to the District Offices no more
than 45 calendar days after the end of the leg islat i ve
session.

(b)
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District Offices are responsible for programming those
funds according to work program instruct ions. District
Offices are also responsible for informing eligible
public transit providers of final allocations no more
than 30 days after receipt of the allocation tables
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from the Central Office. The District Office shall
also make fi nal distribution of Block Grant funds to
operating and/or capital projects in response to the
written ·requests of the public transit providers. The
District Offices are responsible for preparing Joint
Participation Agreements (JPA) between the Department
and eligible providers for the identified operating
and/or capital projects.
.

(c)

Joint Participation Agreement (JPA)
1. ·

The District Office shall obtain a written request
for a JPA from a public transit provider prior to
the preparation of any JPA. The request. from the
public . transit provider shall include a statement
of intent to use funds within the limits of the
law and s ha ll state ho>~ f unds •1ill be divided
between eligible capital and operating expenses,
and whether any f unds will be used in a public
transit service development project or transit
corridor project. It shall also provide the
current status of ·the public transit provider's
Transit Development Plan Update. The request need
only contain enough detail to complete a JPA and
required exhibits. A copy ·Of the request shall be
forwarded to the Central Office upon receipt. The
central Office shall analyze the request to
substantiate that block grant funds are not
expected ~o 1) exceed the amount local revenue
sources >Jill provide to the system, 2) exceed
eligible transit operating costs, or 3) supplant
local t ax revenues made available for operations.
The analysis shall be provided to the District
Office in writing upon complet i on.
If the analysis revea ls that a public transit
provider may not be able to expend funds without
breaching the limi ts listed above, the Central
Office shal l so advise t he District Office no more
than ten days after the request is received by the
Central Office, either in >lriting or by telephone.
'

The District Office shall contact a ll such
providers prior to preparation of the JPA to
inform the public transit provider of the finding
and to discuss the means by which the public
t ransit pr ovider intends to use the funds within
the lim its of the law. For example, if the
Central Office analys is indicates that the request
for operating assistance appears to be for more
'
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funds than there appear to be eligible expenses,
the public transit provider may indicate that
there are service expansion plans which will
generate the necessary eligible expenses.
If the department and the provider agree that the
total block grant cannot be expended, the provider
may agree to accept a block grant of less than the
total amount. The funds that exceed such lesser
agreed-upon amount shall be redistributed to other
eligible providers by formula on a statewide
basis, in the subsequent block grant allocation.
The District Office shall prepare, within 30
calendar days of a request from an eligible public
transit provider, a JPA between the Department and
the publ ic transit pr ovider receiving block grant
funds. An extension to this 30 days may be
granted by the Public Transit Office 11anager if
the analysis of the request indicates that the
recipient may not be able to use the funds within
the limits of the law, or cannot be completed
·because the recipient failed to supply the
D·e partment with its Section 15 reports and most
current budget. JPAs shall be executed as
directed in Procedure No. 725-000-005, Public
Transportation Joint Participation Agreement.
2.

The District Office may prepare and execute
separate JPAs for operating grants and for capital
grants. capital grants may be divided into as
many separate project JPAs as necessary and
des irable. ~1here block grant funds are to be used
in eligible service development projects and/or
transit corridor projects, the use of these funds
is governed by the department's Service
Development Program procedure, 725-030-005, and/or
the Transit Corridor Program procedure, 725-030003.

3.

Front End Fund ing (see defin i t ion) may be used at
the discretion of the District Off ice, but is not
recommended in cases where

by the central Office in

the quest i ons raised

its analysis (above) are

not answered t o the satisfaction of the District

Office. Any block grant funds distributed to an
eligible provider which cannot be expended within ·
the l imitations of the block grant program shall
be returned to the department within the year of
the allocation. These funds will be retained. in

~.

~ - ~·.,·.
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the district cost center, but the amounts will be
included in the subsequent statewide block grant
· formula allocation. Authority will then be
reissued for the deobligated funds, and the
District Off ice will use these funds to reach 100
.
percent of the District's full block grant
allocation in the fisca l year subsequent to the
year the funds were de obligated .
Exhibit "C" of the JPA shall i nclude, at a
minimum, the language i n Procedure No. 725-000005, Public Transportation Joint Participation
Agreement.

4.

(2)

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
(a)

District Offices will visit each recipient no less than
once a year at their place of business. The purpose of
the visit will be to monitor the recipient's compliance
with program guidelines. The visit will be documented
in the project file using the checklist found' .1n
Attachment "B" of these procedures.

(b)

The District Office shall monitor the progress that the
public transit provider is making in preparing the
Transit Development Plan as required by 341.071(1) F.S.

(c)

The Distr.i<::t Ofl;ice shall approve any set of
performance ·measures est abl ished.by recipients which
includes the measures indicated in Attachment "A" of
these procedures. Recipients may publish additional
measures, but all recipients shall be required to
publish the core set of measures indicated by the
symbol o .

(d)

District Offices are responsible f or collection of the
material required to determine e ligibility and
allocations (Section 15 reports and updates or
revisions, and current adopted budgets submitted by the
first working day of March each year according ~o the
terms of Exhibit c of the JPA) and transmittal of the
material to the central Office.

(e)

District Offices shall process all invoices in
accordance with the Invoice Processing Procedure , 350030-400. For operating costs, the format described in
Attachment "C" of these procedures will serve as the
necessary documentation for the invoice. Only if the
invoice includes travel costs will add i t ional
doc ume ntation of incurred costs be required . .If travel

.

.
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costs are included, documentation as outlined in
Procedure No. 300-000-001, Travel, shall be submitted.
Invoices for capital expenses shall be supported by
documentation of capital expenses as outlined in the
JPA.
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(f)

In the event the public transit provider cannot use its
entire block grant allocation within the limits of the
law, the District Office shall deobligate the funds and
notify the Central Office of the amount of excess
funds. These funds will be retained in the district
cost center, but the amounts will be included in the
subsequent statewide block grant formula allocation.
Authority will then be reissued for the deobligated
funds, and the District Office will use these funds to
reach 100 percent of the District's full block grant
allocation in the fiscal year subsequent to the year
the funds were deobligated.

(g)

If an .audit reveals that an elig i ble provider expended
block grant funds on unauthorized uses, the provider
must repay to the department an amount equal to the
f unds expended for unauthoriz ed uses within the year of
the al1ocation. The department shall redistribute such
repayments to other eligible · providers in the
~qbsequent allocation per the process described in (f)
above.

(h)

Upon project closure, the District Office shall have
readily available, at a minimum:
1.

a copy of the Section 15 report for the year funds
>~ere allocated;

2.

the public transit provider's adopted budget for
the year funds. were allocated;

3.

a copy of the relevant pages of the TI P for the
year funds <~ere allocated;

4.

all Jo int Participation Agreements and any
amendments for the year funds were allocated
together with the l etter from the recipient
requesting funds;

5.

a copy of the performance report for the year
funds were allocated with the aff i davit of
publication or an actua l copy of the newspaper
publication;
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6.

a copy of the Transit Development Plan prepared in
the year funds were allocated;

7.

documentation that procurements were approved as.
required by. the JPA;

8.

a copy of each invoice presented for payment.

9.·

documentation of the site visit performed by the
District bffice;

10,

documentation that the audit required by the
Single Audit Act of 1984 for the year funds were
allocated was completed and forwarded to the
Office of Chief Internal Auditor in the Central
Office per ·Procedure No. 450 -021-001,
Recipient/Subrecipient Single Audit Procedure;

11.

the file may also contain additional
correspondence and information considered by the .
District Offic·e to be important to a comprehensfve ·
understanding of the project .

. ..

~·

. .

.
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TRANSIT PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The 1990 Florida Legislature amended 341.041(3), which provides
for the Department's transit responsibi lities with respect to
state transit measures, as follows:
"Develop, publish, and administer state measures concerning
system management, performance, productivi ty, cost
distribution and safety of government owned public transit
systems and privately owned or operated systems financed
wholly or in part by state funding. Such measures shall be
developed jointly with representat i ves of affected pub licly
owned transit systems and in coordination with affected
privately owned s ystems, with full consideration given to
nationwide industry norms."
For the purpose of performance measure reporting the public
transit provider is all "Section 9" transit systems and "Secti on .
18" transit systems that are not designated as communi ty
transportation coordinators pursuant·· to chapter 427 Florida
Statute. (The Transportation Disadvantaged Commission is
responsible for the program with respect to community
Transportation Coordinators as per Section 341.052(5), F.S . )
Florida Statute 341.071 was also enacted requiring the following:
(2)

"Each public transit provider shall establ-ish productivity
and performance measures, 1•hich must be approved by the
Department and which must be se l ected. from measures
developed pursuant to s. 341.041(3). Each provider shal l
report annually to the Department relative to these
measure.s. In approving these measures, the Department shall
give consideration to the goals and objectives of each
system, the needs of the local area, and the role for public
transit in the local area."; and

(3 )

"Each public transit provider shall publish in the local
newspaper of its area the productivity and performance
measures established for the year and a report which
provides quantitative data relative to the attainment of
established productivity and performance measures."

The establishment of product ivity and performance measures must
be accomplished by July 1 of each year. The Central Office wants
to assure that the performance measures reported by the public
transit providers in the loca l newspaper and those used by the
Department in its statewide report are:
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1.

For t he same time per iod ,

2.

Use t he s ame Section 15 report, and;

3.

Us e the official population estimates of t h e Bureau of
Economic an~ Bus i ness Research of the University of
Florida at Gaines vi l le for population .

The tran s it provider's fiscal year (i.e. October 1, through
September 30) just complet ed as well as the prior year will serve
as the t wo year reporting period. The Section 15 Reports for
this period will serve a s the data source for the newspaper
report.
The list of performanc e measures develop ed for the Department of
Tra nsportatio n by the Univers i t y of South Flor i da in cooperat i on
wit h the Fl orida Transit Assoc iation and Fl orida transit systems
is attached. The Central Office has establishe d a core set of
performa nce measures that mus t be contained in every local
news p aper r eport (the symbol o identifies those measures in the
list) . The provider is required to obtain the Departmen t's
a ppr ova l of the report . The District Office s hall approve any
report conforming to these procedures .

.

The transit prov ider ' s annua l r eport to the Departme nt , as
required in s ection 341.071( 2), F. S. , wil l be accomp l ish ed when
the transit property provides both the ...Dist r ict· and c entral
Of f i ces with a copy of t he local newspaper report .
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Table A-1
Perfonnance Review Indicators and Measures
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES

EfFICIENCY MEASURES

SetVioe Area Population

Service Suppty

Cost Efficiency
Operating Exe. Per C!Pita

VeNcle Miles Per Capillt
Passenge~ Trips
Passengec- Miles

SeM<e Consumption

Vehic:ie Miles
Revenue Mile$
Vehicle HoUI$
Revenue HOUI$

PasJ(!:ngrer Trips Per Capita

Operating Exp. Per Passenger Mile

Passenger Trips Per Revenue Mile

Operating E)(p. P!r Revenue Mile

Passenger Trips Per Revenue Hour

Opetatlng Exp. Pt-r Revenue Hour
M~ntenanoe Exp. PM Revenve Mile
Maint. Exp, PM Operating Exp.

Quality of Service
Average Speed

Route MiSes

Averaae Age of FJeet {in years)
Total Operating Ext?ense

Number of Incidents

Total Operating Expense (1984 $)
Total Maintenanoe Expense
Total Maintenance Expense (1984 $)
Total Capital Expo...,

Total Roa6calb
Revenue Miles Between Incidents
Revenue Miles Between Roadcalls
Availability

Revenue Miles Per Route Mile

Total Local Revenue

Operat!?g Revenue
Pusen~r Fare Revenues

Total E0'4>1oy...
T•a..._;on Operatillg

~

~loyees
Adminis~otive Employees

Maintenance

VehiCles Available fot Max. Service
Veh5eles Ooe!ated rt Max. Service
Spare Ratio
Total Galons Consumed

Operating Exp, Per Peak Vehicle
Operating Exp. Per Pauenoer Trip

Oponltlng Ratios

F arebox Recovery
Local Revenue Per Operating Exp.
Opel)ting Revenue Per Ooer. Exp,

Vehicle Utilizatkm
Vehicle Mites Per Peak Vehicle
Vehicle Hours Per Peak Vehicle
Revenue Miles Per Vehicle Mie
Revenue Miles P!r Total Vehicles
Revenue Hours Per Total Vehicles

Labor Productivity
Revenue Hours Per Employee
Revenue Hours Per Oper. En'JIIoyee
Revenue Hours Per Maint. Empklyee
Revenue Hours Per Admin. Employee
Vehicle Miles Per Maint. Emp5oyee
Pas.senger Trips Pet Employee
Total Vel>ltles Per Ma;nt E0'4>1oyee
Total Vehicles Per Admin. EmplOyee

Kilowatt Hours of Propulsion Power
Enorgy Utilization

Vehicte Miles Pee Galon
Vehtcie Miles Pee Kilowatt Hour

Fa,.
Average Fare
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RECIPIENT

~IONITORING

SITE VISIT

Review all files pertaining to the recipient. Become familiar
with the status of each project, fund balances, audit exceptions,
Transit Development Plans etc. Note any problems that have
arisen in the past.
Coordinate required site visit. This monitoring visit may be
coordinated with visit s required.under by other Departmental
procedures such as the transit safety program or the triennial
review conducted by FTA staff. Schedule the visit \~ith the
recipient .. Tr.y to accommodate local schedules as much as
possible, but don't permit excessive delay.
CHECKLIST
1. What is the status of the TOP at the time of the visit?

Has
the TOP been adopted by the po licy board and been · endorsed by the·
MPO?
2. Are recommendations for service changes in the TOP being
adopted?
· · · •·
3. Has FTA, the auditors or . the Office of the I·nspector General
taken exception to or disallo<Ied any of the recipient's Section
15 data in the past? If so what corrective actions have . been
taken?
4 •. Review the RFP or other instructions to auditors retained to
perform t h e audits required by the Single Audit Act of 1984.
Have the auditors been instructed to specifically test and
certify that the limitations of the bl ock grant program have been
adhered to?
5. If the review of the recipient's fi l es revealed any problems,
discuss each of those problems ~lith the recipient. Make
discussion notes as part of the documentation for the site visit.
6. At the
questions
they need
unable to
quickly.

end of the visit, ask the recipient i f they have any
about or problems with DOT policies and procedures that
to discuss further. If questions arise that you are
answer immediate l y, make the commitment to follow up
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INVOICE FORMAT
RECIPIENT LETTERHEAD
Addressed to Public Transportation Hanager at
District Office

DATE

appropria~t"e______

In accordance with Chapter
, F.S., the Joint
Participation Agreement and any Supplemental Agreements dated
between the Fl orida Department of
Transportation a nd ----------------------~··~·~·~~~-------The Agency incurred the indebtedness listed below between
. ..
and ---..,..,.,-,~--
(JPA Date)
(Date)
~

FOOT WPI Number - - - - -- --

FOOT Job Number ------------------

We have incurred costs eligible for reimbursement under the
public transit b l ock grant program as follows :

.. .

Total Expenses
Ineligible Expenses:
Total Eligible Expenses:
Maximum DOT participat ion:
Total state share of e ligib l e
expenses i ncurred to date:
. Previously billed:
This billing:
I certify that the aforesaid listing is true and correct , and
that all of t h e costs included are eligible operating costs for
el i gible public bus transit or local publ i c fixed-guideway
projects, and that the aforesa i d listing does not include costs
for labor, fringe benefits, depreciation or amortization of
capital assets, and that the amounts billed do not exceed loca l
revenue, and that public tra nsit block grant funds have not been
used to supplant local tax revenues made available for operations
in the year immediately p receding this agreement , and that any
travel costs inc luded are documented in attachments to this
i nvoice , and that costs included in aforesaid listing were
incurred during the term of the J oint Participation Agreement
dated
and that where costs attributabl e to
third party contracts or capital expenses have been billed, the
Florida Depart ment of Transportation has issued written
concurrence as outlined in Sections 12.10 and 15 of the Joint
Participation Agreement on
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I certify that the aforesaid
listing is true and correct .

I certify that the Agency has
complied with the provisions
of this agreement.

Approved

By /S/
(Agency Head or Auth. Rep.)

Distr~ct

Public Trans. Manager

Date ------~--------

Title -----------------------Date

Approved as Meeting Terms of Contract
District Project Nanager
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Appendix B
April 1995
WPI NO.
JOB NO:

CONTRAC~T~N~O~.-----------

EXHIBIT "C" ·
(For State Block Grant Only)
This exhibit forms an integral part of that certain Joint Participation Agreement between
the State of Florida, Department of Transportation and - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

dated - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

REF : Chapter 341.052 F.S.
The Department shall provide block grant funds for eligible capital and operating costs of public
bus trans~ and local public fiXed guideway projects. Eligibility of this Agency to receive grant
funding is provided in Sec. 341.052(1) F.S., and Section 9 and 18 of the Federal Trans~ Act, 49
U.S.C. 5307 and 49 U.S.C. 53 11, respectively.
Eligible transit capital costs means any costs that would be defined as capital costs by
the Federal Transit Administration.
Eligible transit operating costs are the total administrative, management, and operation
costs directly incident to the provision of public bus transit services, excluding any
depreciation or amortization of capital assets.
Block grant funds shalf not exceed local revenue during the term of this agreement.
(Local revenue is defined as the sum of money received from local government entities
to assist in paying transit operation costs, including tax funds and revenue earned from
farebox receipts, charter service, contract service, express service and non-transportation
activities.)
Block grant funds shall not supplant local tax revenues made available for operations in the year
immediately preceding this agreement.
State participation in eligible public transit operating costs may not exceed fifty (50) percent of
such costs or an amount equal to the total revenue, excluding faretiox, charter, and advertising
revenue and federal funds, received by the provider for operating costs, whichever amount is
less.
The Agency shall require the independent auditor, retained to perform the audit as required by
B-1

the Single Audit Act of 1984, to specifically test and certify that these limitations (.. .funds shall
not exceed local revenue...funds shall not be expended for depreciation or amortization of capital
assets .. .funds shall not supplant local tax revenues made available for operations in the previous
year) of the block grant program as delineated in Chapter 341.052 F.S., have been adhered to.
The Agency shall provide the Department with two (2) copies of its most current adopted budget
together with two (2) copies of the Section 15 report at the same time the Section 15 report is
submitted to the Federal Transit Administration or by March 1, whichever is earlier. Unless the
adopted budget uses a formal consistent with the Section 15 report, the copy provided to the
Department will indicate how the projections for total local revenue, local tax revenue made
available for operations, and depreciation and amortization costs, as they will appear in the
Section 15 report, can be identified.
The Agency shall publish In the local newspaper of ijs area, in the format prescribed by the
Department, the productivity and performance measures established for the year. This report
shall be approved by the Department of Transportation prior to its publication. This report shall
be submitted to the Department no later than March 15 each year, and published either by May
1, or no later than twenty eight (28) calendar days of the Department's written approval of the
report. The Agency shall furnish an affidavit of publication to the Department within twenty eight
(28) calendar days of publication.
The Agency shall submij a Transit Development Plan to the Department by July 1 each year.
A TOP shall comply w~h the following elements at a minimum.
1.

The TOP shall identify and list community goals and policies with respect to
transportation and land use in general and specifically to trans~ service.

2.

The TOP shall identify and quantify the community's need for transit service using
demographic, socioeconomic, land use, transportation, and transit data as appropriate.
There shall be an opportunity for the public to express the need for transit service
improvements, such as but not limijed to, Citizens Advisory Committees and wor1<shops.

3.

The TOP shall include an analysis of the service currently provided in the community by
public and private transit service providers in terms of quality and quanl~y of service.
The TOP shall present an analysis of any variation between the need identified and the
service provided and present alternative methods of addressing any deficiencies (and the
costs and benefits of each). The process for selecting an alternative form implementation
shall include an opportunity for public participation.

4.

The TOP shall present a five year program for implementing the alternative selected.
The five year program shall include: maps indicating areas served and the type and level
of service to be provided, a monitoring program to track performance measures, a five
year financial plan listing operating and capital expenses and anticipated revenues by
source, and, a list of projects or services for which funding has not been identified. The
last three years of the program may be presented w~h less detail then the first two years.
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5.

The TOP shall not be in conflict witlrttre·approved local government comprehensive plan
and the comprehensive {long range} transportation plan.

6.

The TOP is to be reviewed, revised as necessary, and adopted annually and submitted
to tlhe Department by July 1 of each year. The annual review and revision may be limited
to refinements and extensions of the five year program. Major updates, to be completed
every third year, shall include all elements of a TOP as defined herein.

Mark the required Safety submittal or provisions for this agreement if applicable.
Safety Requirements
_ _

Bus Tnmsit System -In accordance with Florida Statute 341.061, and Rule Chapter 1490, Florida Administratlve Code, tlhe Agency shall submit, and the Department shall have
on file, an annual safety certification that the Agency has adopted and is complying with
its adopted System Safety Program Plan pursuant to Rule Chapter 14-go and has
performed annual safety inspections of all buses operated.

_ _ Fixed Guidewv System- (established} In accordance with Florida Statute 341.061, the
Agency shall submit, and the Department shall have on file, annual certification by the
Agency or compliance with its System Safety Program Plan, pursuant to Rule Chapter
14-55.
_ _ Axed Guideway System - (new} In accordance with Florida Statute 341.061, the Agency
shall submit a certification attesting to the adoption of a System Safety Program Plan
pursuant to Rule Chapter 14-55. Prior to beginning passenger service operations, the
Agency shall submit a certification to the Department that the system is safe for
passenger service.
Other items may be added as required.
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